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INTRODUCTICK
If, my reader, you are at all inclined to be astonished at
the disclosures in this study of the heroine in popular fiction,
recall the suggestion of Horace that the beginning of wisdon is to
wonder at nothing - nil admirari . Perhaps you are already agreed
with Professor Canby that "the traditional reputation of the novel
1 -
in English has been bad" and after reading this discussion, you
will be tempted to exclaim after the accepted manner of the "high-
brow" - "Ye Gods! it is still bad! "j if so, you probably belong to
the school which belittles the idea that a novel is meant to give
pleasure and to deal with the imagination rather than facts. But
through it all, please bear in mind that I am not taking the choice
of the expert Brahmin specialist but that of the uncritical masses.
I am not endeavoring to decide whether these novels will'live or
whether they will be tossed into the dust hes.ps of this generation,
but rather the question as to whether the heroines in these novels
have served their small part in the formation of proper ideals.
For if they have failed in that, the situation is indeed bad if it
be true that "'the very end of Poesie* is the delightful teaching
2
of morality; to make men love the good and eschew the evil".
However, before we can go into the matter at all intelligent-
ly, it is necessary to have in mind some of the tendencies of the
1 On a C ertain Condescension oov;ards Fiction, Henry 3. Canby.
The Century Magazine, Feb. ,1918. p. 549.
2 On Contemporary Literature
, Stuart P. Sherman. N.Y.,1917. p. 292.

4age in which we live and especially those tendencies from the point
of view of woman. For if "popular writers at once concentrate and
1
Give out the spirit of the age", it seems reasonable to suppose
that the heroine will at least reflect more or less clearly the
problems of the women in that age.
Never before, except perhaps during the periods in history
when the question of repeopling a country was paramount, has life
demanded for itself such sacrifice of its trained womanhood and
its workers; never before has there been such unrest among women,
for woman now Insists that she is man f s intellectual as well as
emotional comrade and that as a human being she has a right to a
career of her own. She is trying to discover herself. If 3he
failed to do so during the early New England period or during the
middle ages, it was not because she had found herself, but because
her important racial duties and industrial activities allowed her
no leisure to realize that she needed to be "discovered". Woman
handicapped by sex, has plunged into the sea of the industrial and
professional world and has come up sputtering, gasping, blindly
fighting the v;aves that all but overwhelm her as she seeks the
points of the compass in order that she may know the direction of
the shore. In business she is confronted by the philosophy - the
end justifies the means, might makes right - which we condemn so
severely in our Teutonic enemies. She feels herself swallowed up,
as it were, as a means to an end in the selfish struggle for wealth
% John Oalaworthy , Scheila Kaye-Smlth. N.Y.,1916. p. 9.

7and the striving for position that wealth brings. When she emerges
having demonstrated her ability to extricate herself with the clev-
erest - that she can do many things as well as man or better - she
is denied equal rev/ard in the form of equal pay for equal work
because her staying qualities are supposed to be weak or because s
she may get partial support from her family or by trading upon her
womanhood. In order to keep abreast in the struggle, she is com-
pelled to sacrifice the vitality which the race needs for the next
generation by long hours of sorting microscopic screws or by long
hours of nervous strain in keeping up with an ever accelerated
machine. She who knows the cost repudiates with her whole soul
man's philosophy that human life is the cheapest thing in the world
She sees all around her the demand for efficiency, and imbued with
the scientific spirit that all knowledge is valuable regardless of
its quality, she insists upon her right as a human being to know
all things and to experience all things. . There must be no double
standards of morality; what i3 good for man is good for woman.
Excited by morbid curiosity or an honest desire to help, f.he ex-
plores into the existence of the "submerged tenth" and comes back
to her world of higher standards with her soul scarred and her
heart torn by the vice and misery which a man-made world permits
to exist. Pilled with altruistic enthusiasm and faith she seeks
to reform by philanthrophy, little realizing, in her inexperience,
that years of education and correction in business methods and
conditions are necessary before she can accomplish her end. With
her deeper knowledge of the social fabric her basic values of life

8waver and she loses her fine sense of right and wrong and becomes
the victim of "slushy" humanitarianism. She loses her sense of
porportion - loses the only fault according to Chesterton which
woman has, her "excessive sense", and says with the reformer "the
criminal is not responsible for his conduct and should not be
punished: society is responsible and should bear the blame". She
is tempted to interpret life in terms of what Professor Sherman
aptly calls "Simian instinct" - the false philosophy that natural'
law must be right for it existed before the moral code of civili-
zation. In her extreme demand for freedom - equality of opportun-
ity - marriage and convention are tossed aside and she advocates
the legitimatizing of all children, the community rearing of child-
ren and various schemes for doing away with individual responsibil-
ity. She ignores the factc\that to gain life one must lose it and
that where two or three are living together there must be respon-
sibility and sacrifice on the part of each individual. Forgetting
the age-old truth that religion means faith and worship, she trans-
lates It in terms of social service for which sne feels especially
adapted because of her "all pervasive sympathy". And she knows
certainly that in this field which demands a fellow-feeling and
an understanding fo 1 others as well as judgment that owing to her
capacity for emotion she has at last reached firm ground and can
exercise her "excessive sense". "At one end of matter stands She,
judging life from her emotions, at the other He, judging life from
1
accumulations - of bone or ideas". But as time goes on she real-
1 Women and Other Women
, Hlldegrade Hawthorne. N.Y.,1918. p. 52.

9izes that more is needed than sympathetic understanding and that
she must have "the bones or ideas", too, if much is to he done in
adjusting complex modern existence. So modern woman is still very-
much in the state of Ben King's tramp -"He came from where he start -
1
ed and was going where he went".
v Now that the reader has some background for our heroines, he
is wondering no doubt just what particular types were chosen and
why. Let me keep ever before, him that the popular heroine is unde^
discussion. Before we can get at the question of what constitutes
her popularity, it is necessary for us to dip into the forces of
the literary world.
In soleian state sits what Professor Ros3 in his book on
Social Control calls the Elite class which by its talents, by its
superior training and developed intellect constitutes a natural
aristocracy and as such is capable of leadership in thought and of
giving forth esoteric judgments upon what shall be called great in
literature. Before these superior testers will consider that a
novel has an excuse for existence, it insists that it must "first
and fore:.iost" exhale a faint aroma of that ineffable thing we call
"style". But in addition to this demand that the "technic be high
2
and uniform", it requires that there be an expression of ideas in
the statement of a problem in situation or in scintSlating dialogue .
It does not ask that the novel offer a solution to tke problem, but
1 The Tramp, Book of Verse , Ben King. N.Y.,1903.
2 G-reatnes3 in Literature , W.P. Trent. N.Y., 1905. p. 32.
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it revels In a dissection and explanation of social wrongs and dom-
estic griefs set forth in a more or less scientific way by the U3e
of clever aphorisms. It especially glories in the supreme function
1
of art "the creatively interpreting of beauty" and in the real-
istic novel - "a representation based upon a theory of human con-
duct. If the theory of human conduct is adequate, the representc-
2
tion constitutes an addition to literature and to social history".
Yet sometimes when the novel cannot meet this supreme test, when
the theory is not adequate, and when the writer docs not "see life
3
steadily and see it whole", it enjoys in the name of realism the
type of fiction that pleasantly shocks its ideals. In its strength
it watches with a certain delight
. clever efforts to overthrow its
pet theories of the universe, for it is confident that its ideals
will prevail, "it is not society that kindles strange longings or
invents new pleasures, but superior individuals .... If a people
wan provide no elite to discover the ideal good3, the higher tastes
4 (do not develop." So these pundits take literature seriously. Do
not agree with Chesterton that this is "a very amaturish thing to
5
do" for because of this very seriousness "its viewsf' . lount to a
6
creed and a creed to be spread". To this "zeal of the elite to
1 Fame and Fiction , E. Arnold Befrfcett. N.Y.., 1901. p. 13.
2 On Contemporary Literature
, Stuart P. Sherman. H.Y., 1917. p. 101.
3 Ibid. p. 269.
4 Social Control , Edward Alsworth Ross. N.Y.,1901. p. 329.
5 All Things Considered
. G-. K. Chesterton. N.Y. ,1909. p. 105.
6 Fame and Fiction, Arnold Bennett. N.Y.,1901. p. 198.
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1
spread its desires, tastes, and moral opinions" we owe bur advance
in standards for "we progress not merely by imitation of example,
2
but partly by response to insistant suggestion"
.
Almost diametrically opposed to this group is the mob, the
general public, which is so avid for fiction that it supports hun-
dreds of magazines whose very advertisements are half narrative,
half informal dialogue. This public demands above all that a novel
be interesting. It may be anything else - poorly written, untrue,
sentimental, yes salacious, but it is accepted if virture is re-
warded in the end and the struggle is sufficiently exciting. It
enjoys reading the same story over and over again when it is slight-
ly disguised by a little difference in situation. The kind of a
novel that it "just dotes on" is one reflecting and upholding the
conventional ideals dear to "Ire. Grundy, the kind where evil is
only potential. It will forgive cleverness, yes even style, if the
narrative moves rapidly enough and does not strike at its pet Ideals,
But let such a thing happen and the vox populi is raised in right-
eous indignation. Feeling thus it is natural that the mob should
be satisfied with idealized realism or an illusion of realism, for
it does not want to think. It has not been taught to think, to
question accepted judgments. It enjoys having its emotions tickled
by the sentiment that evil never triumphs. Thus it reads fiction
to get away from itself into a world where it sees this theory con-
firmed in the working out of the problems in other men's hopes and
1 Social Control, E. A. Ross. p. 328.
2 Ibid.
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Strivings. It finds in fiction the satisfaction of the romantic
instinct to live many lives which it has not the opportunity nor
the aptitude to realize for itself. Never-the-less let us for our
own peace of mind think with Arnold Bennett that "to admire the
less admirable in art is not a crime, nor the fruit of a mischiev-
ous intention to overthrow the august verdict of the centuries,
nor is it a mere vagary", but rather that the whole is a fascinat-
ing problem in the "psychology of crowds".
Since the last half of the ninteenth century when the nature
writers - Henry David Thoreau, John Burroughs, and John Muir be-
came popular - handbooks of birds and trees and nature guides and
charts of all descriptions have flooded the country- The move-
ment ranges from the dilletante viho thinks it quite the thing to
pretend to be enamoured with the "simple life" by indulging in
camping trips, or by chasing moths or what not, to the solemn ex-
ercise of nature study as a part of the public school curriculum.
Hence we shall expect to find the general public more or less in-
terested in novels where the nature background is the chief charm.
It is no doubt superfluous to say that popular fiction is
rarely of Elite selection. Since it is only after it has filtered
through a generation or so that the verdict of the Brahmin is
heard and heeded as that awesome thing to be put on shelves and
worshiped from afar - the Classics. So I warn the reader again,
be not surprised at the revelation about to be disclosed unto you,
1 Fame and Fic tion , Arnold Bennett. N.Y.,1901. p. 6.
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for the results of the test of popularity are derived from twelve
hundred questionnaires sent to women students in various schools
in different sections of the country. The following table gives
the schools and the numbers upon which the tabulation is based.
Schools Number sent Number returned
The University of Illinois 240 244
Northwestern University 235 269
The University of Michigan 200 36
Lit. Holyoke College 100 48
Radcliffe College. 100 17
Smith College. 150 125
The University of California 80 22
Lauderdale-Roach Preparatory School.. 60 19
(Huston, Texas. Classed as freshmen)
School for Delinquent Girls (Chicago). 35 26
1200 806
9n the following page is a copy of the questionnaire sent.
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Please answer the following questions. Do not sign your name.
State your college . your class
What magazines do you read regularly?
If you should be limited to reading one magazine, what would you choose?
What writers of the present day do you enjoy the most?
Please give a list of ten or more modern novels you have read and have enjoyed particularly?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
What heroine or heroines in these novels seem to approach your ideal woman?
What traits in her do you especially admire?
If, just for the fun of it, you had the opportunity to act the part of one of the heroines in these novels,
which would it be?
#
15
In the following tables the first column of figures represent
the number of freshmen who expressed a preference for the writer of
the book. The same result is expressed in percentage in parenthe-
sis. The second column represents the preference of the upperclass
girls and the third that of the School for Delinquent Girls.
590 Freshmen
The Host Popular Writers Chosen by 190 Upperclass Girls
26 Girls from Delinquent School
Writers Freshmen Upperclass Girls from D # S.
Gene Stratton-Porter 179 (30.33$) 30 (15.79$) 2 (7 .69$)
Harold Bell Wright 172 (29.15$) 33 (17.37$) 1 (3.85$)
Mary Roberts Rinehart 172 (29.15$) 46 (23.66$)
-Booth Tarkington 139 (23.57$) 38 (20. 99$) 2 (7.69#)
-Winston Churchill.; .. .. 132 (22.37$) 59 (31.05$)
Rudyard Kipling 99 (16.78$) 34 (17.89$)
Grace S. Richmond 91 (15.42$) 28 (14.74$)
H.G.Wells 66 (11.18$) 70 (36.84$)
Eleanor Porter 57 ( 9.66$) 3 ( 1.58$) 5 (19.35^)
Jean Webster 49 ( 8.30$) 9 ( 4.74$) 2 ( 7.69$)
Jack London 49 ( 8.30$) 2 ( 1.05$) 4 (15.38$)
Ernest Poole 39 ( 6.61$) 27 (14.21$)
O.Henry 39 ( 6.61$) 17 ( 8.95$)
John Galsworthy 38 ( 6.44$) 35 (18.42$)
Kathleen Norris.. 37 ( 6.27$) 14 ( 7.37$) 2 ( 7.69$)
John Fox Jr 29 ( 4.91$) 3 ( 1.58$) 2 ( 7.69$)
I John Barr McCutcheon 21 v 3 ^ i.oa/*,' o

Waiter Freshmen . Upperclass Girls from D # S.
Zane Grey ..... 20 ( 3 .39$) 1 ( . 53?«)
19 ( 3.22$) 24 \ 12. 6o^)
>Edna Ferber . 19 ( o.22>) 18 ( 9 • 48/w
;
If7 TP —. .1.. 4 C\ 119 \ 3 . 22/&) 4 r,10 ^ 0.tfO,jJ u
18 \ . 00/»J
/ 7 89%
)
o
Rex Beach 18 [ o . 05/b
;
IT
\ 1.0 O/0 ) A'k \ 10 . OO/o )
Frances Hodgson Burnett.. 4 n 117 { 2 , 08^0 ) 3 t 4 CO of \\ 1 . OO/o)
Kate Douglas Wiggin Riggs 17 { d . 08/6 ; ^ d , OO/0 ) u
T_ _ I ITT 1 ^ - -, a ——. j_ 11 \ 1 . OO/a ) 1 \ • OO/o }
19. ( 1 .69^; y 1 A
t~J ACf \ U
Gilbert Parker . 10 ( 1 .69,6; a \ 1 • UO/o ) u
Dorothy Canfiold Fisner.. 9 V 1 . o2°/o) ( t *7 C^fi.<!f \^ O . DO/a j u
8 ( i.35$) 10 ( 5.26^)
8 ( 1.35$) 2 ( 1.05^)
8 ( 1.35$) 4 ( 2.11$) 4 (15.38$)
2 ( .33$) 7 ( 3.68$)
Henry Syilnor Harrison . .
.
. 1 ( 7 ( 3.68$)
1
Mrs. Lleade (Elizabeth Smith) 8 (30.77)0
2 ( ,33#) 7 ( 3.68$) 4 (15.38$)
(1.01$) 3 (11.54^)
1 Author of Merry Girls of England ; Polly, A New-fashioned Girl;
Temptation
,
The Sweet Girl Graduate and others without number.
!
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The last three writers, you will notice, are included be-
cause they are especially popular with the School for Delinquent
Girls. Stevenson's popularity is due, probably to Treasure Island ,
although only one girl mentions it as a favorite book. It is in-
teresting to note that many of these girls have had one or more
years In high school and it is just possible that the preference
grows out of the very human feeling that one must conform to the
standards of one's teachers in expressing' one 1 s personal inclination
for "best writers".
The following table shows the preference for those writers
who would probably be the choice of the Elite, at least for those
deemed worthy of discussion by them. The list is based upon the
BOfit prominent novelists mentioned in two books upon current lit-
erature - Some IJodern Novelist s by Helen Thomas Follett and Wilson
Follett and On Contemporary Literature by Stuart P. Sherman. It
is not a complete list of all of the writers discussed in these two
books because some stand high in the regard of the opposing class
and have been listed in the preceeding table. It is unnecessary
to state that none in this tentative Elite list are mentioned by
the School for Delinquent Girls.
Probable Choice of the Elite.
Writers Freshmen Upperclass
Edith Wharton 17 ( 2.83,3) 4 ( 2.61^)
Hark Twain 15 ( 2.54,3) 4 ( 2.61^)
Joseph Conrad 13 ( 2.20%) 12( 6.36^)
Thomas Hardy 7 ( t:f&fi) 13 ( 6.84,3)
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Writers
William Dean Howells 6
Mrs. Humphrey Ward 4
William De Morgan 2
Henry James • .2
George Meredith 2
Eden Philpotts 1
Theodore Dreiser
George Moore
George Gissing
Freshmen
1.98?0
.677*0
.3370
.3370
.3370
•Z6.ti%)
Upperclass
2 ( 1.05#)
1 ( .53$)
2 ( 1.9570
2 ( 1.9570
2 ( 1.95#)
2 ( 1.9570
1 ( .5370
The Most Pooular Books Chosen
Books
Freckles
The Girl of the Limberlost
The Crisis
Seventeen ,
Pollyanna
K
Mr. grltllng Sees It Through .
When a Man 1 s a Man
Daddy^Lonp;-Legs
The Shepherd of the Hills . .
.
The Harvester
Laddie
590 Freshmen
by 190 Upperclass Girls
26 Girls from Delinquent School
Freshmen Upperclass Girls from DS.
167(28.30?0 23(12. 01#) ft( 7.6970
160(27.11*0 24(12. 63)0 6(23.0870
126(21.3570 32(16.837$) 1( 3.8570
121(20.5070 34(12.6370 1( 3.8570
116(19.6670 23(12.0170 14(53. 84?0
111(18. 8170 28(14.7470
103(17.4570 87(45.78/0
100(16. 94;0 20(10.5270
96(16.27) 25(15. 15;0 3(11.5470
95(16.10) 16( 8.4470
94(15.93^) 25(13. 15$)
93(15. 7770 9( 4.74$)
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Books Freshmen Upperclass G-irls from D S
Red Pepper Burns 87(14.74$) 27(14.21$)
The- Winning of Barbara 7orth 85(14.40$) 27(14.21$)
The Eyes of the World ...... 70(13«88£) 16( 8.44$)
Inside the Gup 72(12.20$) 51(26.35$)
The Light That Failed 55( 9.32$) 16( 8.44$)
The Rosary 54( 9.15$) 16( 8.44$) 11 (42.31$)
Bab, A Sub-Deb 50( 8.47$) 15( 7.89$)
Little Shepherd of Kingdom flmne. ao( 8.30$) 12( 6.36$) 1 ( 3.85$)
Under the Country Sky 43 ( 7.28$) 8( 4.21$)
The Turmoil 39 ( 6.77$) 27(14.21$)
The Calling of Dan Mathews 38( 6.44$) 10( 5.26$) 1 ( 3.85$)
Just David . 3?( 6.27$) 6( 3.16$) 1 ( 3.85$)
uichael Q 1 Halloran 36( 6.10$) 6( 3.16$) .
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 34( 5.76$) 8( 4.21$) 2 ( 7.69$)
The Virginian ... 33( 5.59$) 24(12.63$)
The Little Ilinister 33 ( 5.59$) 9( 4.74$)
Penrod 33( 5.59$) 8( 4.21$)
Pollyanna Grows Up 32( 5.42$) 2( 1.05$) 1 ( 3.85$)
The Iron Woman 30( 5.08$) 27(14.21$) 2 ( 7.69$)
The Heart of Rachel 30( 5.08$) 11( 5.79$)
Red Pepper's Patients 29( 5.91$) 9( 4.74$)
The Bent Twig 28( 4.74$) 29(15.25$)
The Twenty- fourth of June 27( 4.57$) 3( 1.53$)
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine . 26( 4.40$) 4( 2.11$) 5 (19.23$)
The Harbor 35( 4.23$) 43(22.63$)
Dear Enemy 24( 4.06$) 10( 5.26$)
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Books Freshmen Upperclass School for DS
That Printer of Udell's 22(3.72$) l( .53$)
Mother 21(3.56*0 13( 6.84$)
Their Yesterdays 20(3.39$) 6( 3.16$)
T. Tembaron
-15(2.54$) 9( 4.74$)
V.V ' s. Eye s 13(2.22$) 14( 7.37$)
His Family 12(2.03$) 18( 9.48$)
The Story or Julia Page 12(2.03$) 7( 3.68$)
The Rising Tide 5( .84$) 9( 4.74$)
The Patrician 17( 8.95$)
The Emma McChesney Stories
Emma McChesney & Co 11(1.86$) 1( .53$)
Roast Beef Medium 4( .67$) 7( 3.68$)
Personality Plus 4( .$.?$) 2( 1.05$)
1
Additional Books Popular with the School for Delinquent G-irls.
3ooks Freshmen Upperclass G-irls from Dl
Lliss Billy 4( .67$) 1 ( .53$) 13(50.00$)
Lovey Mary 2( .33$) 1 ( .53$) 8(30.77$)
Mrs. flggs of the Cabbage Patch3( .50$) 3 ( 1.58$) 6(23.08$)
Black Rock 4( .67$) 1 ( .53$) 6(23.08$)
Saturday's Child 6(1.05$) 4 ( 2.11$) 4(15.38$)
Half a Ror,ue 4(15.38$)
Merry G-lrIs of England 4(15.38$)
1 I do not intend to discuss these books as I am interested,
primarily, in the college girl.
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The following arrangement will give you some idea oi one
popularity of the writer in the list of fifty books cnosen Dy
college girls.
That Printer oi Udell s
The Shepherd of the Hills
The Calling of Dan Mathews
Harold Bell Wright Their Yesterdays
The Winning or Barbara "forth
The Eyes of the World
When a Man ' s a Man
Freckles
The G-irl of the Limberlost
G-ene Stratton-Porter The Harvester
Laddie
Michael O'Halloran
Red Pepoer Burns
Under the Country Sky
Grace S. Richmond
The Twenty-fourth of June
Red Peoper's Patients
The Turmoil
Booth Tarkington Penrod
Seventeen
The Story of Julia Pa~,e
Kathleen Norris Mother
The Heart of Rachel

Eleanor Porter
Winston Churchill
Mary Roberts Rlnehart
Jean Webster
Margaret Deland
Ernest Poole
John Fox Jr.
Kate D. Wlggin Riggs
H. G-. Wells
Rudyard Kipling
Florence Barclay
Owen Wister
22
Pollyanna
Pollyanna G-rows Up
Just David
The Crisis
Inside the Gixn
K
Bab, A Sub-Deb .
Daddy Long Legs
Dear Enemy
The Iron Woman
The Rising Tide
The Harbor
His Family
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Coue
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
.Jr. Brltling Sees It Through.
The' Light That Failed
The Rosary
The Virginian

23
Jdue s M. Barrie The Little Minister
Dorothy Canfield Fisher The Bent Twig
Frances Hodgson Burnett T. Tembarom
Henry Sydnor Harrison V.V. ] s Eyes
John Galsworthy The Patrician
Edna Ferber Emma McChesney Stories
Emma McChesney & Go .
Roast Beef Medium
Personality Plu s
While the main results of the answers to questions three
and four in the questionnaires denote a consistancy of prefer-
ence, yet there are certain discrepancies apparent if one scrut-
enizes the tables carefully. For instance, Owen Wister, who
draws very few followers as a popular writer
}
has one of the most
popular books in the tabulation. You will notice that many time;
the writer mentioned is favored because of one particular book.
The results need not be discussed further at this point.
Upon the theory that the heroine doe3 reflect more or less
clearly the life of woman in her age, I propose in this study to
find out just wherein these forty-nine heroines in the novels
chosen reflect the problems of "modern woman" and, also, some of
the tendencies of the age. / In order to do so, I have made a
somewhat arbitrary classification under three heads -
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I Heroines who presents a social problem.
The untrained heroine
.
The trained heroine
.
The educated girl at home
.
II Heroines who love the out-of-doors.
1
III Child Heroines.
In cases where there is likely to be some question as to
just what character is the heroine, my choice is guided by com-
ments made by the girls who chose the books. In order that
the reader, who probably has had neither the time nor the inclin-
ation to look into the debris of popular fiction, may have some
background for the heroine, I shall endeavor, where it seems
necessary, to sketch the plot.
I am making a study of the heroines in the books in these
lists because it seems to me that there are several Interesting
and vital points to be discussed in the results obtained. Not
many of us disagree with V/hitman's idea of the eternity of ex-
perience -
1 In addition to the movement to free woman, there is an addi-
tional movement towards the understanding of the child. We now
have the Child Wellfare Movement, Child Psychology and Child
Specialiats of all sorts. So it is quite natural that there
should be some novels in which the interest centers around the
child. I shall discuss these immature heroines under this
heading.
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"There was"child went forth every day,
And the first object he look* 1 upon, that
object he became,
And that object becane part of him for the
day or a certain part of the day,
1
Or for many years or stretching cycles of years."
These girls who are to be the Elite of the coming generation of
women cannot read and remain exactly as they were. Therefore,
the paramount reason for making an analysis of the women in this
popular fiction is to come to some realization of the effect
upon the girl who reads. "All right use of literature is to
.
2
pave the ways for the firmer footing of those who succeed us".
The significance of the study will probably be gained from the
discussion of four questions - «
1 Is the college girl's choice of fiction influenced by geograph-
ical location?
2 What part does the magazine play in the college girl's selec-
tion of novels?
3 What effect does college training have upon the choice of
fiction?
4 What is the probable outcome in ideals?
!
1 There Was a Child Went Forth by Walt Whitman. Collection of Poenf
2 Prom the letters of George Meredith quoted in On Contemporary
Literature by S.P.Sherman. N.Y.,1917. p. 283.

CHAPTER I
HEROINES WHO PRE3SI7T A SOCIAL PROBLEH
The heroines who present a social problem may be roughly
divided into the trained and the untrained. The untrained woman
is not ultra modern, she is the product of the ideal of previous
centuries. She is growing more and more obsolete, for woman is
no longer reared to regard marriage as her sole vocation. Carriage
now tends to assume the proportion of an avocation for which little
training is acquired. The daughter of well-to-do, cultured people
is nearly always educated now-a-days with the ideal of becoming a
selfsupporting worker. It is the daughter of the poor who hopes
that work will be an avocation. She, too, comes to marriage unpre-
pared
- without the minimum imowledge of home-making. As the maj-
ority of college girls have not reached the point where they. are
predominately interested in how the other half lives, we may ex-
pect practically no representatives of the latter class. We have
to do chiefly with the problems which in the range of possibility
Bight confront the college girl herself, for youth is intensely
self
-centered. Our girl can scarcely imagine herself a spinster
and especially not the kind of a spinster who sits by the hearth
taxltt|ng, sadly reminiscent, regrettingMier failure in the conquest
of man. No she is never a spinster, she is a working woman with a
career! The spinster has vanished. She is now a teacher, a nurse,
a social worker, a secretary, an artist, a decorator, an actress,
a physician, a lawyer, an engineer, a business woman, or any one of
the two hundred ninety-five occupations listed in the last census
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a3 open to women. Our modern woman, if she is under forty, is
quite likely to become so facinated with her occupation that she
finds it a struggle to give up her freedom and opportunity for •
individual expression in her work for the responsibilities of
marriage
.
THE UNTRAINED HEROINE
Let us consider the types of the untrained women first
because they represent the holding over of an ideal from the past.
As the untrained v/oman is not self- supporting, she has, four poss-
ible lines of action open to her: - She may marry, she may become
an "old maid", she may trade upon her womanhood, or she may learn
to become a worker. If through her lack of training and disci-
pline she faces the culmination of an unhappy marriage, she is
confrouted by the alternatives that she has faced in her girlhood.
Needless to say none of these heroines, beloved by girls, present
the working out of any but the first and last solution for the
life of the untrained woman.
The striking examples in our list of the Victorian ideal
that marriage is the chief end of woman's exi stance and that she
should be supported at ease until that end is attained are the
1
conventional types of the southern belle in The Crisis and The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come." They are both the ordinary
Civil War type, beautiful and brave, insulting and cajoling, with
1 The Crisis
. Winston Churchill. N.Y.,1901.
2 The Little Shepherd of \'.\ :^ Co^e
, John Fo::, Jr. 2ff.Y., 1903.
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little difference except that Virginia Carvel ( The Crisis ) is
more intense and we see her in more situations. Virginia passes
through the discipline of the war in St. Louis: Uargaret Dean, in
Kentucky. Both flout the American flag, "both nurse gruesome wound-.,
ed, northern and southern, without turning a hair, "both heap scorn
upon their northern lovers who under orders search their homes, and
they both refuse southern officers of higher rank to marry northern
majors
.
However, Virginia Carvel has the advantage over Margaret
Dean in that no lees person that Lincoln pleads the cause of her
northern lover and gives the pair his blessing. Virginia or
Jinny" is especially the sort of a heroine that a young girl longs
to be. She has half a dozen lovers- who are "crazy" about ner and
she has the wit and the charm and the wonderful Paris clothes to
hold them. She is rewarded with a"perfectly. wonderful "man whose
only flaw is that perhaps he is a trifle serious. Of course our
youthful critic would probably object to being called "Jinny". It
is perfectly horrid! But then she wouldn't allow it if she had
such a beautiful name as Virginia Carvel. «m i"
With undeveloped critical sense one unconsciously lives with
the heroine. Nothing could be more perfect and right and real to
the girl who has high faith in the goodness of man than the del-
icate chivalry of the lover in Mar aret Dean's wooing. "Back they
went through the old garden, hand in hand- mNo caress had ever
passed beWeen these two. That any man could ever dare even to
dream of touching her 3acred lips had been beyond the boy's imagin-
ings - such was the reverence in his love for her - and his ver~ r
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soul shook when, at the gate, Margaret 1 s eyes dropped from his
to the sabre cut on his cheek and she suddenly lifted her face.
"I know how you got that, Chad," she said, and with her
lips she gently touched the scar. Almost timidly the boy drew her
to him. Again her lips were lifted in sweet surrender, and every
1
wound that he had known in his life was healed."
Almost diametrically opposed to this perfectly conventional
type is Carlisle Heth, the heroine of V.V. j s Eyes . Here we have
the traditional southern belle shorn of her glamour. In the be-
ginning we see her the reigning queen of hearts.
"A mode which defined the figure with some truthfulness held
no terrors for her; rather the contrary. Her skin v/as fine and
fair as a lily, with an undertone of warmth, dawn pink on the cheefc
the whiteness of her neck showed an engaging tracery of blue. Her
mass of hair, of an ashy dull gold, would have been too showy ^bove
a plain face; but the case wasjotherwise with her* Her mouth, which
wa3 not quite flawless but something better, in especial allured
the gaze; so did her eyes,, of dusky blue, oddly shaped, and fringed
3
with the gayest lashes." "Long gold-and-black lashes, which sure-
A.
ly had been made for ornaments." Truly just the sort of a heroine
to cause "the well-known Pursuing Sex" to follow her with "thunder-
1 Little Shepherd of Kingdom Gome, John Fox, tv. IT.Y.
,
p. 397.
2 V.V. 1 s. Eyes , Henry Sydnor Harrison. N.Y., 1913.
Ibid. p. 40.
4 Ibid. d. 422.
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lng feet"
.
Stripped of this attractive exterior she is a self centered,
selfish, husband hunting young woman - the superfine flov/er of
successful commercialism. She is expected to provide handsomely 1
for herself by"marrying high above her". The preservation of her
social prestige costs an undesirable suitor with whom she has flirt-
ed his reputation and subsequent suicide. Y/hen by mamma's business
like strategy and her alluring wiles she succeeds in landing the
most desirable man she has ever met, she is brought to the realiza-
tion of her faults by the "strange trusting look" in V.V.'s eyes
3
which"saluted her like a banner of stars". (Let me say in passing
that V.Vivian is a lame doctor with a fixed- Chri3tlike propensity
to give his substance to him who asks7so that in spite of his large
practice he is perpetually shabby. He is a" socialist reformer" and
all that is undesirable in mamma's eyes.) She realizes her position
very clearly "I never did anything for anybody in my life. I'm a
grown woman - an adult human being - but I'm not of the slightest
use to anybody. I've held out both hands to .life, ex-oecting them
4
to be filled, kept full", Such is her regeneration that she wants
" to have ane man I meet - see me in some other light than a: a
5
candidate, for matrimony." She realizes to her hor-or that her
1 V.V.'s Hyes
.
Henry Sydnor Harrison. II. Y. 1913. p. 36.
2 Ibid. p. 19.
3 Ibid. p. 419.
4 Ibid. p r 420.
5 Ibid. o. 44G.
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1
father has kept her "in pampered idleness and luxury" as a candid-
ate for the marriage market with the funds that he should have
put into the repairing of his cigar factory. Her full expiation
comes in the sacrificial death of V.v» just as she realizes that
she loves him unasked and who in an accident at the "works" flings
his life away to save a factory negro. She turns "frightfully
modern"and becomes a social worker among V.V.'s patients. V.V. 1 s
Eyes is an interesting picture of the evolution of the southern
belle into the modern woman. Carlisle Heth hears much of 3tihe
discussion summed up in the following paragraph. It is this unrest
that smites her as well as the look in V.V.'s eyes.
" Not a few women of the happy classes had grown 'sick of
parties'. They grew sick of years lived without serious purpose,
waiting for husband and children which sometimes never came; sick
of their dependence, of their idleness, of their careful segregatioi
from the currents of life about them. They wearied, in short, of
their position of inferior worth, which some perceived, and others
began dimly to suspect, under that glittering cover of fictions
which looked so wholly noble till yon stopped to think (which
women should never do), and dared to glance sidewise at the seams
2
underneath .
"
Another husband hunting type is Mary Vetrees ( The Turmo il)
1 Y.V. 's Eyes , Henry Synnor Harrison. N.Y. 1913.
2 Ibid. p. 329.
3 The Turmoil
, Booth Tarkington. N.Y.,1915.
p. 451.
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Forced by her lack of training and her family's sudden poverty to
find a husband to retrieve the family fortunes, she selects the
rich social climbing Sheridan family who have become neighbors.
She has not been trained to pursuit and she has no business like
mother to manage her campaign. Against her better nature she
uses her charm on the stolid older son who is one of the successful
young business devotees in the smoky middle western city whose
god is"jjigness" . He is surprisingly easily won but when it comes
to the point of marriage her better self rebels. He is killed in
an accident due to his overreaching himself in his plans for "Big
Business". Without design on her part she finds herself riding
home from the funeral with his younger brother, Bibbs - a dreamy,
imaginative youth whom she has not met. He is an embryo writer,
sick in mind and body, with a vision of. the worth while in life.
By this time she has resolved to sacrifice the family pride and
go to work rather than sacrifice her ideals. The friendship thus
begun becomes love. Through, her inspiration Bibbs gives up his
writing to make a study of how to make "Big Business" the servant
of Art. She is a very fine type of the untrained woman, human and
lov able and, yes, beautiful. One must expect that, for beauty is
almost a necessary attribute of the heroine in which girls are in-
terested. But the peculiar thing about Mary Yertrees is that she
is alive in spite of this bit of convention, and free from senti-
ment. She presents well the attitude of the average untrained
girl to marriage. She deviates from but does not lose her ideals.
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The conventional solution of the question of marriage accord-
ins to the old ideal is brought out in Mrs. Richmond' s story - Red
Pepper Durns . Ellen Lessing is a beautiful wealthy society woman
who marries as naturally as she breathes. She is an "awfully sweet
and lovely widow 'with a perfect understanding and sympathy which
even extends to. a wonderful out-door picnic with a man who enjoys
roughing it. She captivates the young country doctor -"a sharp
tongued brute of a saint 1 - who has hitherto had no time for women.
Yfno could help calling a woman adorable who simply smile 3 understa*
ingly when Red Peooer kee^os her waiting at the altar while he rushes
off to save the life of a patient? She is really a paragon. Is it
any wonder that Grace Richmond is a popular writer and that her
books are considered wholesome for the young girl who insists upon
fe
-ding upon ideal sentiment? And such a whirlwind of a lover! The
girl who reads lives happy moments with Mrs. Lessing. Pray let us
not be too hard upon the dreams of youth. Why take away the splen-
did joy by pointing out that she is an utterly impossible creature
and quite likely to build up unreal ideas of life? She is a re-
freshing dreai in the midst of popular problems.
[^Another heroine who sets forth this same easy working out of
the woman problem is Little Ann in T. Tembarom . She is not a child
as the name implies, but an attractive English peasant girl of the
1 Red Pepper Burns , Grace S. Richmond. II. Y. , 1910.
2 Ibid
. p . 4
.
3 T. Tenbarom
, Prances Hodgson Burnett. II. Y. , 3.913.
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IWuckens tyoe who lives in New York. She lias the strong propensity
to mother the "world, that leads women into social service yet she is
not a trained worker. Her world consists of a cheap New York board
ing house. She always has ''a bit of sewing" . She is able to pass
an equally accurate judgment upon the quality ox a soc.£ or tne
worth of a human being. She is a girl of keen perceptions and
common sense with a father who is an inventor. The clever way in
which she sees through her father's weaknesses and yet makes him
feel that he is a superior being is a trait of the age trained
woman rarely found in modern fiction. At e.ery turn she is the
power behind the throne. She protects her father from making mis-
takes in business as she would protect her own. children. It is
through following her advice while he thinks it is his own thought
that her father reaps a fortune from his invention.
She knows just how to comfort a man when he is "down." and
to inspire him to better things, and she has the wonderful gift of
homemaking. Her father fondly says that she could "make a railway
station look as if it had been lived in." While she is in the
New xork boarding house she meets T.Tembarom, a struggling young
reporter. He speedily inherits a fortune and an English title.
The social gulf is bridges when her father is knighted. Little Ann
is the domestic ideal of the Victorian - superior to man yet cared
for and protected by him.
Mother phase of marriage is presented by Audry Noel.
1 T. Teabarom, Prances Hodgson Burnett. 1913. p. 63
.
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Siie is distinctly a womanly woman, a being made to be loved and
cared for, a creation of magnetic softness. There is something
tragic about her quiet manner and her refined passion. "She
incorrigibly loved to look as charming as she could; and even
if no one were going to see her, she never felt that she looked
charming enough.. She was the kind of woman who spoils
men by being too nice to them; of no use to those who wish women
to assert themselves; yet having a certain passive stoicism, very
disconcerting. With little or no power of. initiative, she would
do what she was set to do with a thoroughness that would shame an
in.*, jiator ; iiemperamencally unable to beg anyoning of anyoody, sne
required love as a plant requires water; she could give herself
completely, yet remain oddly incorruptible." Only a woman v/ho
had an inflate respect for herself could feel and act so.
She is a woman who has married hastily and is living apart
from her husband. Suddenly she realizes that a "political friend-
ship she has enjoyed with a taciturn young lord whom she is sure
knows her position, has developed into love. She is " more con-
cerned now for him than for herself, she asked herself a thousand
times if she is to blame She had let him grow fond of her,
a woman out of court. An unpardonable sin! Yet surely that de-
pended on what she was prepared to give! And she was frankly ready
to give everything, and a3k for nothing., But for Lliltoun's
sake she was disturbed to the soul. She had tarnished his shield
in the eyes of men: and (for she was oddly practical, and saw thing
1 The Patrician , John Galsworthy. N.Y., 1911. p. 125.
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in very clear proportion) perhaps put bade his career who knows
1
how many years! " When he decides that he cannot remain in public
li-fe and not live his private life as an example to his constituent, ,
she realizes that this is the first step in losing his love, but
she will not act upon her knov/ledge until his proud old grandmother
the very symbol of ..he bulwarks of class pride and duty, points out
that Lliltoun ca„not live without his career and commands her to
Give him up. She knows then that happiness cannot be built upon
a shattered ideal and the struggle is over. "From first to last
not quite a year! But even at this moment, not for all the world
would she have been without her love, gone to its grave, like a
dead child that evermore would be uou'ehing her breast with its
Wisi^ul fingers."
Io is not at all surprising that The Patrician sho.ild not
appeal to freshmen but it is surprising that with upperclassmen
it should be more popular than The Shepherd of the Hills or The
Ro sar
7
for it is noticeably lacking in the usual sentimental
appeal. Rather encouraging, is it not? The mob probably approves
of the unhappy ending because it upholds its ideal of marriage.
Yet it takes a heroine of dogged courage and a stiff upper lip to
manage such a situation. It is owing to just this fine womanly
feeling and the delicate way in which the situations are managed
that Audrey Noel seems a good woman. She has not been sullied by
her experience but she suffers the cruel fate of the untrained
woman whose love is thwarted and who has no deep interest to take
1 The Patrician, JoJan Galsworthy
. II.Y. 1911. p. 126.
2 Ibid. -o.3 60.
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its place.
In That Printer of Ude lls we have the untrained girl wil°
escapes being seduced by the power of the author. Amy Goodrich
is the conventional Sunday school type of a small town heroine,
endowed with a cruel family who misunderstand her tender Teachings
toward God. With "a girlish face worthy of a master's brush"
,
As he groves more religious, she under her father's orders drops
the church work where she might meet him. and grows more worldly.
She drinks with a fast crowd and is rescued from the persecutions
of an intoxicated escort by the horrified young printer. She
runs away from home falls under the sw&v of the escort and ends
in a house of prostitution. She is rescued unharmed by her. lover,
disguised as a member of tlit Salvation Army. "While Dick and his
friends planned for Amy's future, Sarah, the salvation girl, re-
mained by her bedside caring for as a sister. Not a hint of re-
proach or censure fell from her lips - only words of loving kind-
ness, of hope and courage
,
At first the poor girl refused to
listen, but sobbing convulsively, cried that her life was ruined,
that she could only go oh as she had started, and begged that they
leave her alone in her disgrace and sin. But Sarah herself could
onlj say, 'I know 3ister, I have been through it all; and if Jesus
1 That Printer of Udell's, Harold Bell Wright. N. Y. 1002.
2 Ibid. o. ICS.
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conquered; and as soc
place arid went with I
soul, she is receive
"beautiful wife of tin
It is a commeiv
such a crude con~lom<
man is thrilled by t]
Z can account x or th<
she leit bite
to t3
representative to the "national Capitol"
'ation of inushy preachment should make as
! freshmen as tfear Eneny. Probably the fresh
itact with vice - steriliz
^al in no other way for An >drich is
Another illustration of the love of the Anglo- Saxon for i
cental is The Rosary - a novel ?/hose love motif is Nevin's
1 That Printer of Udell's, Harold Bell Wright. N.Y., 1902. p. 281.
2 No oe — aI unough it has little bearing upon txie heroine, I cannot
resist quoting a bit of criticism that I found in the back
of a copy of another novel of H.B. Wright ' s - T7hen a Han ' s
a :ic,n
,
Chicago, 1916. It is very illuminating* It may
account in some measure for the selling of seven million
copies of his works. "The secret of his power is the same
vjoci-»give:i secret Lmao inspired ohaliespeare end upheld
Dickenr; .
"
3 The Ro car;/
,
Florence Barclay. N.Y. 1910.
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1
popular song "The Rosary" . The Honorable Jane Champion is re-
freshing. She breaks all standards for the conventional herpine
except that of a wonderful voice. Naturally she cannot escape
that if the song is going to play any part in the tale of her love
The conventional type must be young; Jane is thirty. The perfect
heroine must be beautiful; Jane is not repulsively Ugly but "plain,
my dear, quite plain". "Jane wore a tailor-made coat and skirt of
grey tweed, a blue and white cambric shirt, starched linen collar
and cuffs, a silk tie, and a soft felt hat with a few black quills
in it. She walked with the freedom of movement and "swing of limb
which indicate great strength and a body well under control. Her
appearance was extraordinarily unlike that of all the pretty and
graceful women grouped beneath the cedar tree. And yet it was in
no sense masculine rather was it so truly feminine
that she could afford to adopt a severe simplicity of attire, Which
suited admirably the decided plainness of her features, and the
almost massive proportions of her figure."
The Rosary
Are as a string of pearls to me;
I count them over, ev'ry one apart,
My rosary, - my rosary.
Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayer,
To still a heart in absence wrung;
I tell each bead unto the end, and there -
.
memories that bless and bum!
barren gain and bitter loss I
1 kiss each bead, and strive at last to learn
To kiss the cross ... to kiss the cross.
The Rosary
. Florence Barclay. IT.Y. IS 10. *o, 16.
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"All her life long Jane had filled second places, and filled
them contentedly" . "Of men friends she had many, especially among
a set of young fellows just through college .... nice lads, who
wrote to her of their college and mess-room scrapes ..... and call*
ed her 'old Jane' and 'dearest Jane' among themselves" but never a
love affair.
Of course she sings "The Rosary": thereby revealing her soul
to a young artist who is supposed to love beauty lore than all else,
He declares his love for her, but she , thinking that her plain face
would prove a cross, refuses and faces the sado.est of all lives for
"one unoccupied woman ~* oiido wiunouG nome oi6k)« .lv/o— uiixs. u.o cjj. uj.!^
book is taken up with bringing about a reconciliation between the
faithful lover and Jane who is revealed in all the strength and
tenderness of her glorious womanhood. Incidenoly, the denouement
is weak in that the blindness of the lover is too much a concession
to a plain face and not enough of a vindication of the "illuminat-
ing beauty of tne soul".
To the young girl Jane presents a vision - a glorious dream
with little of the: disturbing elements of realism, yet she is real-
as real and intense as dreams are. She is a vision of the wonder-
ful worth that may be. concealed by a plain exterior: a vision of
the strong woman who loves "to the level of every day's
most quiet need". Unfit for youth! Only a prim maiden lady who
was deeply starred by the sentiment would say . so. Dreamy . adoles-
The Rosary . Florence Barclay. IT. Y. 1910 . p. 7.
Ibid. o. 10.
ty
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Bonce demands sentiment as it doe 3 candy and like candy the pure
sugar variety taken in small quantities is not harmful.
The heroines now to be discussed represent the untrained
woman brought face to face with the problem of divorce. Rachael
Fairfax faces the problem twice and solves it differently each
time. In the beginning she is a proud cold woman of the world
much like Carlisle Heth, unhappily married to a drunkard with a
grown-up daughter to care for him. With no struggle a simply feel-
ing that because lie is unpleasant to live with and that because
she no longer loves him, the marriage vow is not binding, she
divorces him. rather than do her part toward making the home success-
ful. She soon remarries.- this time a famous doctor. In the
first marriage she neglected her husband because of selfislmess, in
the second, because of her absorption in her children. This time
it is the husband who , feeling that she does not really need njja
,
(there seems to be no question of lack of money) seeks a divorce
so that he may marry a silly young girl who apparently doe 3. Nov/,
because of the children she does some serious thinking upon the
question of 'divorce. Rachael is quite modern in that ,instead of
wanting to poison her rival, she invites her in and very .frankly
discusses the question with her, for she is certain that it is
only a "childish" fancy on the. part of her husband. There is a
mad automobile ride along an ocean swept road to sr.ve the life
of one of the children, and the problem disappears in the stress
1 The Heart o f Rachael , Kathleen Ilorris. Iff. Y., 1915.
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of his struggle t<
but like Carlisle
soul
.
ilr child. Rachael makes rnai
Another phase of the divorce problem is that of Elizabeth
Ferguson, the undisciplined, ho I tempered, charming girl heroine of
x>ne xi'on woman, xjecacise Oii'- luvo mcicx eu<ij ooiiotjx t> d>x uuxiu. uoi
appeals to the young reader more than the. real heroine, the Iron
Woman herself. Llrs. Deland takes particular painb to tell us
mains eve. broken repentant thing. Here is a picture
of her in her youth. "She was no
sweet and delicate thinness, and
rose, her dimple was exquisite:
o.e faint coloring of a blush
C7S were straight and fine,
shading eyes wonderfully starllice, out of cen S'
dark, amber" -"with long sweet corners" .
ii impulsive generous girl of intense f
iUD.Iect to mad lits of anger when sne inilicts tne w
es o clear
and
Ji O U Ow J.
punishment she can devise, with out regard to consequences. As a
child she bites her arm and cuts her hair: as a woman she marries
a man she does not love in order to give pain to herself and her
lover. Things come to a point where she calmly resolves to see
her lover and then take her own life. She is saved from wrecking
1 The Iron Woman
,
2 Ibid. p. 114.
-aret Deland. N.Y. , 1S11.
3 Ibid. p. 66.
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Iiis life a:id her own as Audrey Noel is saved - by being made to
realize that no one for his own happiness has the right to do a
thing which will injure an ideal by which the rest of us live.
She goes back to her husband and there is a promise of a release
in the end. and a feeling that she has profited much by her dis-
cipline. She upholds fairly well the ideal of the permance of
marriage
.
Perhaps the epitome of the problem
is shown in The Story of Julia P^o , as she alone of all the
heroines faces &11 the openings offered to the untrained woman.
She is the handsome precocious child of ?/eak slovenly parents,
fifteen she is pert, clever, undisciplined >shrewd >and common - a
uOUgii li L»tie would— ue actress addicted to rouge, gaudy clotnes
chewing-gum. She is maae to realize her vulgarity "by contact wi
society people. It is then that she resolves to be a"ladv" Bv
chance she is taken into a settlement house as a worker. She
studies and copies faithfully, educates herself and marries a
wealthy doctor, a member of the very family that set her ideal.
However, before she marries him she takes him to the slums to se
her people. (Her uncle has just come hone from serving a term i:
the penitentiary.) She also confesses that at fifteen when she '
ignorant and without standards, she once took that mi step which
is so generally fatal in a woman's life. Such is her charm and ]
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love and respect for what slie lias made of herself that he marries
In the next year "she kept a 3lim little brown Social Regist-
er o her dressing table, end pored over it at odd moments; she
listened attentively to the chatter that went on all about her."
and lived in an atmosphere of periuned drawing—rooms and glitter—
ing dinner tables". But such is the strength oi" double standards
of morality that, even though he has been Just as indiscreet in his
youtn, he cannou torget. There is a long separation in v/nicxi sne
goe3 to her ov/n rjeople and teaches them new standards of living-?
years of remorse for her past, when she faces divorce. Finally
there is a reconciliation. She is not given unalloyed happiness in
the end for she know3 that "now life to her must be a battle . "
for "Julia had broken G-od's law, had repented, and had been forgivel
But she had also broken the lav/ of man, for which no woman ever i3
forgiven. And though this exquisite and finished woman, with her
well- stored brain and ripened mind, her position and her charm, was
not 'cue little Julia Pr.ge of the O'Farrell Street days, she must
pay the price of that other Julia's childish pride and ignorance
4
a + -l 1 1 "
She is a real personality, human, and generous and fine.' One
that will perhaps be the longest remembered of this list Of the
1 fcg StogY, of Julia Page Kathleen Norris. IT. Y. , 1915. p. 236
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid. p. 41 8.
4 Ibid, d.420.
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untrained. It is not surprising that she is not very popular.
She co .es from an environment in which our college girl is not
particularly interested. and is not ideal enough in the oeginning
for the girl who is primarily interested in plot rather than in
the evolution of character.
Of the dozen heroines who are discussed as untrained women,
all out one (Carlisle Heth) :iarry without a struggle against marr-
iage as an institution; two race spinsterhood (Jane Champion and
Carlisle Heth;, out only one (Carlisle Heth) does not marry in the
end; four ^Audrey Noel, Rachel Fairfax, Elizabeth Ferguson, and
Julia Page) are confronted with the prjDlem of divorce; and three
of these (Audrey Noel, Elizabeth Ferguson and Julia Page; seek to
give themselves without marriage; and two (Carlisle Heth and Julia
Page) become trained workers. The books in the order of popular-
ity are -
Books Heroines All college girls
38.185b
28.95%
20.99/i
19.29^
17.59J*
14.66#
10.87J*
9.59f°
8.95^
7 . 28$
5 . 79$
4.25^
The Cr_si s Virginia Carvel
Red Pe :per* Burns Ellen Les3ing
The turmoil . Mary Ve trees
The iron Woman . . • . Elizabeth Ferguson
The Rosary • . Jano Champion
Little Shepherd o- R.'-ngdom Come Margaret Dean
The Heart of Rache l xtaohel F irfax
V. V. '
s
Eyes Carlisle Heth
The Patrician Audrey Noel
T. Tembarom , Little Ann
The Story of Julia Para Julia Page
That, Printer of Udell s" Amy Goodrich
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THE TRAINED HEROINE
*Yith the trained woman the method of approaching the goal
o i a nappy marriage necessary no one average jyoacier ox novels xi
quite changed. She no longer needs to he coy, no longer needs
to pretend to flee from "thundering feet" > her ha,ppiness in her
Vocation usually provides enougn of an oosoac-Le to txie ardeno
wooer. She has time to consider marriage leisurely for her ex-
istence does not hang upon it. Yet the interest even here is
centereo. upon uhe love nooii. Tnese heroines work, out rarely
do we glimpse them at their work. These popular novels are not
so much b. record of woman 1 a professional triumphs and failures
as a record of how she is forced to recognize the sex interest
which she. has had forced out of her life by newer excitements,
or it is the tracing of the influence of the ideals she has
acquired, because she is self- supporting, upon the character of
the man she ultimately marries, or it merely reflects the fact
that according to our modern ideals the woman does some useful
work in the world while she waits for marriage. So our heroine
may teach, she may go into business, she may be a social worker
a nurse, an artist, or she may be an ardent advocate of v/oman's
rights but rest assured that in the hands of the popular novelii
lWi^fbever .else she may do. she marries and lives happily in the e:
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ft \ As teaching was the first profes-aiori open to women wis should
ixpect to find representatives of this class. We have four vari-
eties shown — one village scnool oeacner, the pioneer in an un—
Leveloped settlement, the teacher in a private aohaol, and the
)fficient worker in a big city system.
Margaret Paget, the heroine of Hother . is the young village
schoolteacher, tired of her humdrum school-room experiences in a
iolorless Mew York town. She is not a teacher who teaches for the
love of it, she is the average girl who teaches because nothing mor
congenial is offered. She wac> tired of it all, with an utter and
lopeless weariness. Tired of the bells, and the whispering, and
the shuffling feet, of the book* that smelled of pencil-dust and
ink and little dusty fingers] tired of the blackboards, cleaned in
$reat irregular scallops by small and zealous arms; of the clear-
fcioking big clock; of little girls who sulked, and little girls
7ho cried after hours in the hall because they had lost their lunch
caskets or their overshoes, and little girls who had colds in their
2
leads and no handkerchiefs."
What can a fairy authoress do for a heroine in this frame of
aind but provide a change of scene? Presto I A wonderfully gracious
society woman who needs a social secretary is whisked before her
3yes and she changes her occupation. Of course there is a prince
charming in the person of a facinating American college professor
Thorn she meets abroad. With her love for him comes the realization
1 Mother . Kathleen Norris^ jff.Y., 1912

of the worthlessness of the life of her delightful employer whose
days are so full of "milliner, manicure, butler, chef, club, card-
1
table, tea- table 11 that she has no tine for her children and the
knowledge "that faithful, self-forgetting service, and the love
that spends itself over and over, only to be renewed again and
again, are the secret of happiness. .. ......... Iviargaret
;
knew now
that her mother was not only the truest, the finest, the most
generous woman she had ever known but the handiest as well,"
And she takes b ck her school for a term in order to spend the
year before she marries with her mother.
Yes, the book is full of sentiment for the patient mother
in the background j but sentiment put on not too heavily for the
average reader, who because he knows many prototypes of Margaret
and her mother loves to be reminded of the sturdy reality of
struggle and the reward in sacrifice. U is a wholesome story, foi
the girl who reads gains a vision of motherhood in straightened
circumstances which she can gain from no other book upon bur list,
It is a vision which she needs. Taat if the whole is idealized?
Margaret herself is a real girl with a real girl's tendency to
Judge superficicJ.ly
. It is quite with in the range of possibility
that the girl who reads has Margaret's feeling that nothing ever
happens in her family but " broken arms, and bills, and boilers
bursting, and chicken-pox" and it is not a bad -olan for her to be
1 Mother, Kathleen Norris. 1T.Y. , 1912. p. 165
2 Ibid. p. 164.
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reminded in this pleasant manner of the reality back of it all.
From the small town school teacher we skip to one v/ho goes
forth into a new country to teach. The heroine of The Virginian,
iepicts the adventures of an educated girl - Molly Wood ',' spinster"
of Bennington, Vermont and school ma am of Bear Creek, Wyoming in
the last decades of the ninteenth century. During the latter part
Df her trip b stage she is rescued from the overturned coach by
a cow-boy. Of course the hero!- a, figure- of splendor, strong and
shrewd, jesting -and deeply loving, and gentle in all senses except
that of formal breeding.
We never see Holly Wood in the school-room. She mentions her
"scholars" and we know that "she kisses the kids" but her real
teaching during her four years An Bear Greek consists in developing
the Virginian into a man presentable to her relatives in the East.
She discusses books with him, rides with him and dances with him.
And she herself is taught the real worth of the man underneath.
Her love triumphs not only over social but over moral fastidiousness
for her lover is forced, in order to retain the respect of his fellow
citizens in the lav/less country, to kill a man in self defense.
Molly Wood is a real girl. Let me quote a paragraph or t,o in
proof. She is at a barbecue dance and has not formally met the
Virginian. " At the end of the set she 3aw the man by the door
take a 3tep in her direction. r 0h, ' said she, quickly, to the
partner, 'how warm it is! I must see how those babies are doing.'
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and she passed the Virginian in a "breeze of unconcern . " Later in
the evening she meets hira. "She waited for him. to speak of the
river; for then she was going to De surprised, and gradually to
3
remember, and finally to be very nice to him!" When he did not
she accepted a .other partner and "danced away from a situation
where she began to feel herself getting the worst of it." What
girl has not acted thus when she was interested in a mani
she waits for marriage
.
1 The Virginian , Owen Wister. 1T.Y., 1902. p. 115.
£ The stage-coach episode mentioned above.
3 The Virginian, Owan Wister. il.Y. , 1902. p. 117.
4 Ibid. p. 118.
Hotu - I venture to say that Holly Wood's honeymoon has had more
influence upon honeymoons in the last fifteen years than
any other one thing. It is the ideal romantic honeymoon
upon a tiny uninhabited island in the midst of a Rocky .
.
Ilountain stream. There is a peculiar 'elation' in the descrip-
tion that appeals to the lovelorn.- the absolute 'alonenessj
the tiny tent, the- cooking over the fire, the intimate talks
I know of at least one Illinois couple who had a real
Virginian honeymoon patterned as carefully as possible after
Molly's. But alas, they had to have a guide! How interest-
ing it must have been to read approporiate paragraphs in
approporiate 3pots and under the protection of a guide to
whisper with the Virginian, "Better than my dreams!"!!
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lie know that our next heroine teaches but It is barely
mentioned once or twice. We see her ideal as a
woman exerted uoon her millionaire lover wxion. sae scorns until
lie "oes to work. Just think of beinrs a charmin
Haaainelv cerfect family and a beautiful hone , besides being
able to be wonderfully independent by teaching
it matters not what . in a fashionable ;;ii'l s sc
are apparently no problems; and being able -
t
too, if ne
if that is not enough <?lorT imapdLne that you ar Is
well as charming and that you sing and play the
Yourself always do in?* the ripiit thing whether i
wettest path in a walk with your gmaX-L brother or dancing at a
Uhriatmas nartv with your lame uncle when voui1 millpniare lover
Iff J "L-l »S "fc CL j^* »L x"X^^ "t ^) C1c>jx X ^ / *L» Oil lJL ^^l^^j, ~JL> *txl^ I"* €^
endov/i.ent you would like to have please add it an>l - yo x will have a
perfect likeness of Roberta Gray, the heroine o
0- u .'_:G '
- - by-fourth
Quite another type is Deborah Gale , the
broad visioned city school teacher. She is the
our li3t of the working out of ihe instinct for lihei
1 Ihe Twenty—fourth of June, Grace 2. Riclimon3. 1 Eiili
;
-
2 His Family. Ernest Poole. IT. Y. . 1917.
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the homu . " Her trouble is deep, it's motherhood - on a scale
v/hicli has never been tried before - for thousands of children,
all of whom are living in a kind of hell.... Don t make the
mistake of mixing her up' with the old-fashioned teacher. It isn't
what those children learn, it's how they live that interests her,
1
and how they are all growing up."
Deborah speaks at Cooper 's Union, swa,ys school politics, be-
comes such a force in the educational world that her doings are
chronicled in headlines in the New York papers and her work is
written up in the Sunday editions. In a speech to her father
during an interval at a concert in Carnegie Halj., she sums up her
whole at uituue uowards ner woric I was cninkmg of hungry people. —
millions of them, now, this minute - not only here but in so many
plr.ces - concerts, movies, libraries. Hungry, oh, for everything -
life, its beauties, all it means. And I was thinking this is youth-
no matter how old they happen to be - and that to feed it we have
schools. I was thinking how little we had done as yet and of all
tnat we re so sure to cio in one many,many years aneaci.
We see her at her work-in the slums where her school children
live - intense, absorbed, successful. The great problem in her
case is marriage. She admits her love for the man but there are
~o many, many things to do that she cannot find time to marry. She
fears the curtailment of her freedom to carry on her work even
though her lover says sincerely " Feel equal! I'm no annex to you,
1 His F-.illy, Ernest Poole.
,
l'^i7.
*
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nor you to ne ! It has happened, thanlc G-od, that our worjg fits in
each witij the other" (he is a doctor) . She is repelled "by what
siie sees marriage do to her two sisters: one is utterly oblivious
to every interest in life except that of her own children and the
other Iz carried away by passion and social excitement • Finally
she is brought face to face with the fact that her big family will
not offer her the close human ties that she needs to be happy and
that her work alone will not content her.' So she marries and con-
tinues wi oil ner proxcssion. Tnere is a time wnen ner cniio. is,ns
sick that she becomes the sort of a mother that she once so dreaded
but v/ith the child's recovery she recovers her equilibrium aad goec
on with her :rork in a much humbler spirit.
In K by Mary Roberts Rinehart, the heroine lives in quite a
different atmosphere, one where "there were uniformed young women
coming and going, efficient, cool-eyed, low of voice. There. were
medicine closets with orderly rows of labeled bottles, linen rooms
wi iiii greau stacks ol sneets anci towels, long vistas ox sriining
floors and lines of beds. .. .Tiiere were bandages and dressings, and
great white screens behind which were played little or big dramas,
baths or deaths, as the case might be. And over all brooded the
3
mysterious authority of the superintendent of the training school".
\7e see Sidney Page actually at work.-
1 His Family . Ernest Poole. U.Y., 1917 • p. 212.
2 K, liary Roberts Rinehart. N.Y., 1915.
5 Ibid. p. 102.
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She is an ordinary young girl, full of dreams and ambitions
and joyous vitality, with the strength to do right because she is
never really tempted. Her ideals suffer rather severe shocks dur-
ing her life in the. hospital but her goodness aided by common sense,
and quick wit and the unfailing friendship of the wi3e hero, S,
help her to a safe and^iormal adjustment to the actualities of life.
In the course of her training she learns that the seducer of a girl
she is nursing is the husband of one of her friends. Melodrama is
provided by her childhood lover attempting to. shoot his rival, Dr.
^ax,a young surgeon in the hospital and by her experience with the
villain, ess nurse who is responsible for three deaths through the
manipulation of the sponge count and who involves Sidney in a change
of medicine which nearly causes another death. In the end, without
a struggle for her profession, she marries K Le Moyne, who turns out
ta be a famous surgeon and who is the prototype of Dr. Vivian in
Y.Y.'g H./i'S .
1
There is another nurse in this list of heroines- Hope Parwell.
She, however, ia rather a social worker than a nurse. She suffers
in a saintly fashion the martyrdom of the public ostracism in a
small town for helping. to save a"lost M girl. There is little illusior
of reality about her. She is merely a pawn in the religious discus-
sion waged by the author upon the lack of Christliice ideals in the
modern church and the Memorial Church in a little Osark town in
particular. Of course she marries the young minister who repudiates
1 The Call in;: Of Dan 11athews, Harold Bell bright. Chicago , 1909
,
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his faith as a Baptist for a life of service where he may use tiie
proceeds from his iron mine
.
Because "a ;irl hook agent killed herself in Anne?s house
1
because Anne wouldn't buy her book!" , Anne Linton, a wealthy,
thoughtless society girl is so filled with remorse that she starts
out to sell the girl's book and to "learn what it was to have
people turn me away, from their doors". It "goes without saying that
if she is a grace Richmond heroine that she cooes under the sway of
a doctor. She falls ill with typhoid in Red Pepper Burn's tern and
is sent by him to the hospital. 2here is a charming unreal conr
valescence during which she sends sketches ana noL»e3 go a success-
ful young engineer who is recovering from an automobile accident.
Like all Iirs. Riclimond's characters she is handsome, interesting
and angelic, - such a paragon of beauty and benavior ciiao one cannot
imagine her entering the naughty world for social service reasons.
We never see her sealing books. We only see her in shabby black
working clothes. It is only as a most unusual example ox tne
sheltered woman seeking to find out how "the other half lives" that
she is brought under the head of "social worker". She is not
trained for her work any more than the average wealthy girl who
enters the field is trained: any more than Bally McBride i3 trained.
1 Red Pernor' r. Patients , With an Account of Anne Linton's Case in
Particular, Grace S. Richmond. N.Y., 1917. p.2C8.
2 Ibid. p. 279.
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1
Sally McBride is the heroine of Dear Enemy . She ia a young
society girl with a "frivolous tilt to her nose" who is suddenly
placed at the head of an orphan asylu.i. She arrives witn a maid
and a Chinese chow. However, she proves to be a capable warm heart-
ed woman, possessing wisdom and common sense. She "loves to plant
improvements and to order people about" and succeeds in turning
the orphanage into a real home and in mothering the one hundred
thirteen orphans, for Sally McBride has a way vi th her. She tells
her experiences in clevor whimsical letters to her friends and to
"Dear Enemy", Dr. Robin McCrae, the official physician of the John
Greer Home. She is truly modern 'in her attitude towards marriage.
She ends by looking forward to "a friendly marriage and work that
we love" with the Scotch doctor.
With Alison Parr we come to the question of the artist and
marriage
. She is a landscape architect. We are told that she is
beautiful but that she has "a unique individuality that now .
5
attracted and now repelled" She is quite capable of entering into
a religiously philosophical discussion and of bearing her part as a
puppet where-by the reader has crammed down his throat a religious
tract upon the same subject as that set forth in The Gall in : of Dan
Mathews . She is not any more real than Hope Farv/ell.
1 Dear jfricw , Jean Webster. IT. "J., 1915.
2 Ibid. p. 93.
3 Ibid. p. 347.
4 Inside mo Gup,Winston Churchill. N.Y., 1913. 5 Ibid.
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before she meets the young Episcopal clergyman, John Hodder,
she has decided thc.1v hep an'Ocirertl"' successful career docs riot
satisfy and that she will think seriously of narry ins v- fellow
architect whon she docs not love. "To marry him was an acknowled,_
me.it of defeat. .. .3; it I held colic to the extremity where I wanted
pijci.ee — peace and prooection. ... .X saw Lij seli. in uhe ac±vancj.-ig
years becoming tawdry and v,orn, losing little by little what I had
gained at a price". She helps to awaken John Hodder to the real-
ization that religion is founded upon service to one's fellows
rather than upon orthodox theology. She is ultra modern in that
she makes the proposal of marriage herself and in her attitude,
toward divorce Y/hich she does not have to face. " I an sick and
tired of the argument that an indissoluble marriage under all con-
ditions is good for society. That a man or a woman, the units of
society, should violate the divine in themselves is absurd."
Perhaps it is bee .use of her settled convictions about the univers
that she is curiously lacking in vividness. One feels that she is
obscured by a cloud of words.
Another type of the artistic temperament is found in MaAsie.
She is a cruel, sexless, self—centered artist who keeps her lover
dangling because of the help he can give her in her technique. He]
lover goes blind. Still she is heartless. She must co on with hp^
1 Inside the Cun. Winston Churchill. IT.Y., 1913. p. 461.
2 Ibid. "0.505.
ailed
, Rudyard Kipling. N.Y., 1829.
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painting. "Not until she finds herself saying, 'tfell, he
never asked ne, 'did she realize her scorn for herself. And that is
the end of Maisie." She is merely a foil for her lover who really
can paint. She is no more living than Alison Parr. She is an in-
human monster in her coldness and selfishness. Art is h,er panacea
for life as money is for the Iron Woman.
Mrs, Ilaitland is far removed from t3ae realm of art. Strong
anu. sej.2 —concaineci, she is pulsing virion life. Sne is the masculine
business woman.. She is as wrapt up in her business of making
money as liaisie is in painting. And although she has two children,
she feels and shows by her actions "How much simoler a furnace was
than a child". Yet she has more than a spark of latent motherhood,
but her energy needs more room for expression than a home could
provide. Her son thought ox her as a force. Work to her was the
finest thing in the world" " Mrs. ilaitland walked through her Iron
Works as some women walk through a garden: + lovingly." Notice this
vivid picture of the big ungainly woman at her work. "Sarah Liait-
land was inspecting piles of pig, talking to puddlers, all the
while bending and twisting between her strong fingers, with their
blaclcened nails, a curl of borings, perhaps biting on it, thought-
fully, while she considered some piece of work, then blowing tl_e
1 ?ke Li,.-jit That Failed ,Rudyard Kipling . ] I . "_"
.
, 1
8
2 The I _-j„ v;o..:an ,::ar;;aret Deland. W.Y., 1911.
O -"i.)JLCL. D OO
4 I oiu. p. 244. 5 Ibid. p.lC5.
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the crumbs of iron out from between her lips, and burst:
quick directions or fault finding. She stood among her
er or s.-. x u, nci ^ na 2 ^ra^ m ouo vei ^ne.
from under her shabby bonnet, and gave her orders" Yes
systematic. She had 0, "system by "which she read the bi"
2
once a year
.
Hsr men said 01 ner snc noses into i<nin
two cents".
she considered mere
of home she ma.de for them. The library, still containing its booki
which were never opened, was her bedroom ." for the practical reasoi
that it opened into tiie aining room. At one end of the dining-
room " was LIrs, Maitland's desk; at the other, filing- cases, and
Wo smaller desks where clerks worked at ledgers or drafting."
The dining table was generally covered with blueprints. 'Three
times a day one end of the table was cleared, and the early break-
fast or the noon dinner,' or the ratl.er heavy supper* eaten rapidly
and for the most part in silence, while m*rs. Maitland read her
paper or thought about her business. "She shared the naive con-
viction of her day that church-going and religion were synonymous
Sne sat in a front oew, oetv/een the two children, and lelt
4
that she was doing her duty to both of them"
1 The Iron '.Toman
,
Uargaret Deland. 1 I. ,1911.
2 Ibid. 0.13.
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"To Sarah Llaitland, no work which it wa,s a woman's duty to
do could "be unwomanly; die was incapable of consciously aping
masculinity, but to earn her living and heap up a fortune for her
son, was, to her way of thinking, just the plain common sense of
uju d • jdUo more oiian "una^, tne nearx> in nei oosom would nave proved
her 3ex to her; how she loved to knit the pink socks for dimpled
little feet! how she winced when her son seemed to shrink from her :
*. . .the little boy had pointed liis finger at her and said ''uggy'
And so I might multiply instances of her lack of accepted womanly
virtures. She is the type of business woman that men feared women
would develop into if they were permitted economic freedom. She
is a thing of iron; one cannot help but feel that all this talk
of the v/omanl '' solvit ^inde %vn.e r ' th the bovi°hlv hard exterior is so^3
to convention. one .is living, yes, out a living i?rankenstein
.
A business woman muah truer to the modern conception and
really the modern worxcing out of woman s position in business is
Emma LIcChesney, who appears in three sets of stories - Roast Beef
Uedium.
,
Personality Piao , and Tfrma I.IcChesne;.. £ Co .- She is 'a
fallible, changeable, lovable human being; healthy and sane, who
realizes the limitations of sex. She is charming and gracious with
an unfailing sense of humor. By her sheer ability, Emma McGhesney
the traveling saleswoman who sells Featherbloom petticoats for
T.A.Buck and Co., is made a partner in the firm. much is made of
1 Trie Trt-r.) ".Yr> pr)
} Llargaret Deland, II.Y., 1911. p. 53.
2 Roast Beef Uedium . Edner Perber, IT.Y. , 1911.
3 Personality Plus ,{ 1914). and Emma .lip Qhe3ney & Co . (1915).
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her power of intuition In business, but although she is rarely
wrong she 3ays "It's woman's intuition when we win. . .When we lose
it s a. foolish feminine notion." A3 for dress ftonothing dowdy
about her! She is alv/ays looking bewitchingly youthful in a new
hat. Just glance at her business suit for her south American
'T-f---' nad oe en cu i LiiLQ V6 -
coat was the kind to make you go home and get out your own white
serpie and r^aze at it with loathing. " Yet she does not trade upon
ner sex any mor*. XjiiQ iron Vioman 0.0
e
11 -,-
»
j. m Oiij. / cio .m a iiiciii
treated withwork and earning a man's salary and demanding to t
as much consideration a3 you'd show a man",
From a ousiness point of view sne is as successful as mr s
.
Llaitland and she lias her idea {. .the modern idea) that " any work
is woman's work that a woman can do well 1.1 '.'
rounded woman. She is also a mother, DUt wl
way ixi which she brings her erring son back
and yet she has a sympathic understanding 0:
con L>ras u go oara~i maiuianu. sne is intensely
ing for a home. " But whenever I've .dreamed
vih fi n fie ever ot lonesome on
T 1 ,3ii years , 1 cl s
Alien
5
She is a well
• </ise motnerl ine
1 line is quite fir:
1 problems . In
.nine in her long-
a home, which was
very evening for
t to plan a kitchen • This ieelmg reci
1 Emma lieQhe sne
.7 k Co ., Edna Ferber. II. Y. 1915 p.
2 Ibid. p. 23.
3 RoaGo 3s ef Medium , Edna Ferfcer. II. Y., 1311. p>73.
4 Ibid. p. 253.
56.
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again and ..gain, and still when she nar.'ies the head of the firm,
she spends three of the unhappiest months of her life in trying to
be contented with the ordinary round of hone existaiice. It require
such a small part of her ability. She goes back into business.
"As she went about her home in the evening, or the office, the work
room, or the show-rooms during the day, adjusting this, arranging
that, smoothing, out snarls, solving problems of business or house-
hold, she was very much alive, very vital, very personal, very
electric." Emma LlcChesney is the modern ideal business woman.
The ir Ye st erday
s
is scarcely fiction at all. It is rather
a va&uely personalized sermon, with a man and a woman as illustra-
tions, upon the intimate affairs of life based upon Harold Bell
Wright's list of the thirteen great things in existance (Dreams,
Occupation, Knowledge, Ignorance, Religion, Tradition, Temptation,
Life, Death, Failure, Success, Love, and Memories), " It is chiefly
a thing of memories and dreams. The woman - she has no name- is
occupied in the business world we know not how. In each chapter,
except the one on"LoveV, she dreams of her childhood, love and
marriage, and the little boy who lived next door. In the chapter
entitled "Love", she meets the boy after long years and "the Yester
days of the man and the Yesterdays of the woman became Their Yester
3
days". There is no problem except that of living life alone when
1 Emma -icChesney & Co. . Edna Perber. II. Y., 1915. p. 216.
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she wants a home. "For to this woman who knew herself to "be a
1
womaft, success was inseparable from love," This heroine symbol-
isr s tile dreams oi the trained, woman.
Our account of the trained woman would not be complete with-
out a picture of one who is intensely interested in the woman
movement". Mrs. Deland has made a study of its manifestations in
Frederica Payton, the heroine of The Rising Tide . Freddy is de-
cidedly of the present generation. She has not one jot of patience
with the Victorian ideal of the previous one. "'Look at the unrest
of women, everywhere. I don't mean the agitation for suffrage i-
tiiat Is just a symptom of it. It is^ yeast', she said with passion;
'yeast! We can't help it; something is fermenting* something is
pushing us. All Kinds of women feel it. I know, because I go
around to the factories and talk to the girls at their noon hour,
trying to get them to organize - that's the only way we can get
the men to do what we want. Organization! Women nave got to get
together! I've made a door-to-door canvass for our league, and I
came up against this - this, I don't know what to call it! this
stirring among women."
She is so real that her short- comings hurt as though Sae
were a young girl that one is trying to help. "She had one of
those primitive faces which, while sometimes actually ugly, are,
1 The ir Ye s terday
s
,
Harold Bell bright. Chicago, 1912. p. 296.
2 The Rising Tide
,
Margaret Deland. N.Y. , 1915.
3 Ibid. o.65.

under the stress or certain emotions, 'extraordinarily handsome.
She was never pretty; there was too much tK&Ught in the Jutting
lines of her brow and chin, and her cheeks, smudged sometimes with
red, sometimes rigidly pale, had no dimpling suggestion of a smile.
Her gray, unhumorous eyes still held one by their nakedly direct
gaze, even while a bludgeon-like truthfulness of speech made her
1
hearers wince away from her."
She holds the banner of 'woman's rights' before her always.
"'As -'or smoking, 1 she confessed, 'I'm not awfully keen on it.
Sometimes I forget to onen my cigarette-case for days! But I have
2
just as much ri ;ht to do it as you have.'" She carries the same
banner into her business - real estate. " She wa.s going to make
a success of her business It was not a personal ambition:
there was no self-seeking in Fred Payton; she wanted to succeed
because her success would show what women could do; show that a
woman was as able as a man - as wise, as good ('better! bettor!
she told herself); show that a woman could rule, could achieve,
could be 'the head of the family' I The thing that was to be 'in
here' was work to free women from the shackles of the old ideals
,
from content in sex slavery, with all its ignorances and futilities
its slackness of purpose and shameful timidities, that a man-made
3
world had called 'duties'" It is not surprising that with all
these radical ideas about freedom that she- should. when she falls
1 The Rising Tido .^ar :aret Deland. H.Y. 1Q15. p. 36.
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love with a. youth, ask liim .to marry her. When she is refused she
tries to convince her self by saying that "it's just idiotic
Graci "t>i on • it Deiohgs oo the days 01 slavery* . thau tnere .is no
.
should feel ashamed. However, she does some serious thinking upon
'eiauioii o. end mam 'Cilc
In this list of fourteen workers - four (Margaret Paget,
Molly Wood, Roberta Gray, and Deborah G-ale) are teachers i two
Sydney Page and Hope Farwell) are nurses; Three are social workers
{ Hope Farwell, AimLinton, Sally LIcBride); Alison Parr is an arch-
itect; one(Malsie) is an artist; four( Ijtrs. Llaitland, Emma McOhes-
ney, Frederica Payton and the woman In The ir Ye sterdav s ). enter
the business world. The books in the order of popularity are -
Books Heroines All college girls
Inside the Cup Alison Parr 39.05 ,
£ Sydney Page |l ,.Q7$
The Iron Woman I.Irs. Maitland 19.29^
The Virginian Molly v/ood 18. 22$
Tne Ligiit THat *ailed uaisie 17.76;:
The CalIin^^r-DaTr-^athev;s hope Farwe 11 11.70,.
His Family Deborah ^ale 11.61*
Red Pepper's Patients Ann Linton 10.65^
motner largaret Paget 10.40*
Dear >ie^ • Salfy UcBric^e 9.70%
9?rte Emma ...cCnesney Soories j^mma McChe3n% 8.66>
Their Yes te rdays
,toman 6.55%
The TwentyTrourth of June_ Roberta Gray 6.055
"J-smg ixae Frederica Dayton 5.28%
1 The Rising Tide, Uargaret Deland. IT. Y. , 1915. p. 236.
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THE EDUCATED C-IRL AT HOLE
To the educated girl at home, exista.ice presents not only
the problems of the untrained woman but, due to the fact that she
is trained and has the idea.1 of useful work in the world, she has
the additional problem of reconciling herself ,• after four full years
at college, to a life of comparative inactivity and lack of intel-
lectual excitement.
f 7*-
1
Although apparently Cecily Corner has received her training
from private sources, I have classed her in this group because she
i3 so evidently confronted by the same problems that harass uhe
American college :'irl at home. She is athletic she lon^s to do
something, and she demands intellectual stimulus, and like the
other heroines in this class she has noo the strength to break
with her environment and make her ambitions come true.
We see ncr mainly *c.-.irougn ohe eyes of ner American lover to
whom she i3 a thing of superlatives. "She had the loveliest moon-*
light face, her slim white robe made her a thing of moonlight all
2
and nimblest, most indefatigable player on the field" in a hockey
same. .'There is not a 1o v e 3ccne j_n unio w_ioj_g > oi nove_Lo go
match the restraint of Mr. fireck's school-boy lovfc-making. "Cicil;
4
stood up to him strai-drt as a spear, with rcifts in her clear eves"-
1
-Ir. -titling Sees It Tlirou-h
, H.G-. Wells. N.r.,1916.
2 Ibid. p. 60. 3 Ibid. p. 38. 4 Ibid. p. 362.
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ly not C3nsidered at all, she is little more than part of .the back-
ground of the life at Matching' s Easy.
In Under the Country Sky , the heroine, Greorgiana Ware, is a
college girl who coiaes back to her small . town home to keop house
ior an invalid xatner. Sne reoeis ao Gi.ies agamso one xirnxuaoioni
of her life both as to opportunities for meeting congenial friends
and as to lack of wealth, but on the whole she maJtes the best of it,
One could .not expect a Grace Richmond heroine to be greatly stirred
by her lot or to suffer any real unhappiness. She can cook and
perform miracles with the semi-annual box of clothes sent by her
ricn relatives* Sne weaves rugs and tames a ooaruer to erne olio
The boarder proves to be a distinguished young surgeon who
forthwith falls in love witn nor. ihere are complications in tne
shape of a rich social scion and a college-bred chum, (Tapes Stewart
As always with LIrs. Rielimond whose husband is a .doctor, where it is
a question of a doctor and a layman, the doctor wins and lives
happily ever after in an atmosphere of wealth and fame.
Greorgiana is a simple wholesome character rather more human
than llrs. Richmond usually makes' them. She is a perfect house-
keeper. "There was system about G-eorgiana ' s work, fast, as was it
oace • iUac" tr -^ across the floor from oantry to dining—room and
back again, demonstrated housewifely efficiency. Both hands were
always full ar.d she seemed never to forget what she meant to do
.
1 Under the Country Sky, Grace S. -Richmond. N. Y. , 1010
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If she passed the stove on her
somethiii r?" or* to "l°nce ^rto the ovt
storeroom for cream, she brought ai
She shows fairly well what it mean*
y sonevj
aiing else.
and butter
trai
l!uch the same kind of a problem
P The center of the kaleidosco-
and cattle is the story of how Ki'
cow-boys, and broncos,
,he "rare and wonderful"
with her hone surroun
dress, but as behoove
. She also can coo":
:|
4
rope better'n some punchers" In the course of
the narrative she races horses with her brothers and rescues the
Eastern tenderfoot from various difficult situations. Yet through
it all she is discontented because she has been away to school and
"the tastes, habits of thought and standards of life, the acquire-
ment of which constituted her culture, would not be denied. It waj
inevitable that there should be a clash- between the claims of her
home life and ofathat- life to which she now felt that she belonged
1 Under the Oountry Sky
. Grace S. Ri€
2 When a Han's a Uan
. Harold Bell T7ri-:ht.
7J V 1 f1
1
Chicago, 1916
o
3 Ibid. p. 107.
4 Ibid. p.84. .
5 Ibid. o. 119*
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As in tlie case of all our discontented iieroines, tier problem is
solved by love» She lias the ooT>ortunity to fliai*rv two men who can
give he: 1 the sort of life she craves, but she finds just what she
wants in her western lover.
Just Dr.vid sets forth in the character of the Rose Lady' the
sort of life lead by the college girl with .plenty of money, no
ambition, and no vision f r the future, pier day is nade uo of
three meals, a walk or a drive, a few social affairs 1
,
a novel, a
little music and a piece of fancy work. It goes almost without
3ayin~ that Hiss Holbrook is rescued from this state of atrophy by
David, a small precocious violinist, and reconciled with her lover
and that "everything is just too lovely for words'.'. As the story is
mostly about the doings of the .most unnatural David, we have iust
a few glimpses of her.
The last heroine n"ij"n "iT on \ i o ?> t.f*t WHO
are discontented and are trying to adjust themselves is Sylvia
3
.larshall. Her nome is an experiment in democracy which consists
Note - This novel is a tract, not quite as preachy as ue
on the spiritual, mental, moral and physical good that
Just David, Eleanor Porter. Boston, 1913.
The Bent Twig
.
Dorothy Oanfield Pi3her. N.Y., 1915.
The theme of tills novel is the placing of emphasis uooi
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mainly upon throwing upon the child the responsibili
own decisions. She is the daughter of a Middle-west
ideals of. plain living and hi^h thinking and by th
asis upon values in the worthwhile things in life: sJ
i ooinion. Next we see 7^er in col~'e~e Because hei° n
oxxw * *i«L . ^ *-* vxU w w -^1U u ^.ic»-».w cL XX c-j U -L-I lJ.G.1 X i. iJxL»^c--l
•
"vindicates herself thoroughly "by her prov^ess in athl<
\sLiis*± iif-icii kjiiti ic..,* us iio w oO cm os3 x or j._l.llg Q-Gor ixi!r.iic
.sew most cleverly. She captivates the most popular upperclass
man on the campus and for a tine her head is turned l
life and turns back to tlij simplicity of her home li:
. .
.
experience
ox t»^ie modem jrimerxcan education, ©mer^inr; at the enc
amount of information, with very little notion ol v/hai
wx uerLej.1,
.--do sne prr.c oiced many xiours a day e
1 TI e .3o.it Twl;~. Dorothy Canfield Fisher. N.Y.,1915. p. 834.
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lost-graduate c<
'or a time her i
'fired
Early Latin. But clod;
. . iilliomir.ire with socialistic- tendencies,
nee. She sees herself to attain all that s
.er hone ideal 3 triuoph and she tells him jCr
.ure whether she loves hin or his money. He
n4 she knows.
* Sylvia is beautiful. b Bae is not perfe
'illed, covetous and a "oos.er *iven to oettv
s one of the most human heroines on the lis
He
A PL"'
'esoed at
Loney
dal intrigues, She
Of the five educated -;irxs at home, all are discontented;
all but one w .nts to work-. and all have their proolem solved by
marriage. The books in order of popularity are -
Books Heroines All college girls
LIr. ^ritllna. 3eea It Throuidi . . Cecily Corner 05.2:,.
Tnen a IJan's a I.Ian . ." . .... Kitty Reid 27.46,;
The Bent Twi," . Sylvia Marshall 19.99#
Under a Country Sky ... G-eorgiana "fare 11. 49%
Just David Miss Holbrook 9.40$
1
'
The Bent Tvri;;
,
Dorothy Oanfield Fisher. IT. Y. ,191
2 Ibid. 0.

CHAPTER II 73
THE NATURE LOVING- HEROINE
•
marked interest in the sort of story where the nature background
is pi oj-ime.i v
.
xn. Oiie cJ.as.3ii icaoion 01 uoroines mto tnose T<vIio
love nature and those who do not, I find the scneVlifficulty that
always arises when one attempts to "out things into definite
wiua sone neroinea it will seen almost a .capricious classification
an ononis The Eyes of the Ytorld
. which is pornof
fiction, leve^in.^ a protest against the artist, the writer, or the
unreal at:ao sphere is symbolic of the' conventionalized spirit of
nature . • M
yl Andres
ice warmly tinted by the golden 01 5ne
;rful "mountain music" on her violin. She is impulsive,
-
unconscious as the wild creatures that play in the depths
uich she has"learned from the wild t.fojh
1 The Eyes o f the world
, Harold Bell. Wright
. Chicago, 1014
2 Ibid. p. 122.
° Ibid. p. 193. 4 Ibid* p. 213.
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She is ver
think some
a neces;
Barold ]
2.1/kriQU'oe ior Galnorma
abase wiun o.ie ove
her rescuer, the a
D\r of the villa, ^ewara 01
Another heroine
ed minutely, "but I shall not ,-ore yon. She is perfection pnysical-
uncultured nature lover who has never seen "beyond her native hills.
"keenly alive to the life that throbbed and surged -about her, her
vroman s heart and soul responded to the spirit of the season. The
droning of bees in the blossoms that grew in a cranny of the rock;
the tinkle, tinkle of the sheep bells, as the flock moved slowly in
their feeding; and the soft breathing of Mother Earth was in her
ears; while the gentle breeze that stirred her hair came heavy with
the smell of growing things. Lying so, she looked far up in the
5'
blue sky where a buzzard floated on lazy wings .
"
1 The Byes of the "world , Harold Bell \
2 The Shepherd of the Hills , Harold £<
b, Chicago , 1914
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Under the direction of the old "shepherd of the hills" she
learns a deeper appreciation of her surroundings and goed in the
end with her mountain lover over the Ozark "trail that is nobody
knows how old"
- the trail that leads fron her home to his.
Still another mountain heroine is June Tolliver, She is
a passionate young savage, swept fron life in the midst of a Ken-
tuckey feud into school and civilization where she acquires a tas
for silk stockings and a daily bath as well as a liking for such
"a shockingly bad picture as Eilfin Seul". She also has the en-
dowment common to many heroines - a wonderful contralto voice.
When she comes back from school she seems to have no feeling of
discontentment with her primative family. Perhaps that is because
she has a lover who will take her out of it s on. She loves the
mountains. "The mountains ...lay in the moonlight, the great call
faces that she knew aid loved, and she/seemed to catch the odor of
the earth and feel the cool air on her face". "The keen air
came from the- very lungs of them (the mountains)
,
freighted with
the coolness of shadows, the scent of damp earth aid the faint
fragrance of wild flowers, and her soul leaped to meet them. The
mountain 3ides were showered with, pink and white laurel.... and fcl
rhododendrons ....were just beginning to blossom- they Were her o]
ana fast friends - mountain, shadow, the wet earth and its pure
% the Sheoherd of the Hi 11a . H*B.bright. Chic, ,&q , 1907 . p.
2 ghe Trail of the Lonesome Pine, John Fox, Jr, II. Y. ,1908.
3 Ibid. p. 243.
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breath, and tree, plant and flower; she had not forgotten them, and
it was good to come back to then." There is a big pine tree, topp-
ing the mountain trail between June's hone and the world, which ha3
a symboliqfeignificance in her love affair with the young engineer
Having in mind hie thirty million readers and their fondness
xor tne wild west
, /Hr.Wright attempts to give us a picture ox what
the Colorado ?dver valley looked like before and during the process
of forcing the river to make its sands as fertile as the Illinois
prairies. Barbara Worth? the heroine, as a child is found nearly
dead in the desert by the engineers and capitalists who 2'-ears after
reclaim it. At the time of the story she is a young woman with a
khaki divided skirt, wide sombrei'o, fringed gauntlets and a. big
western saddle. She has been adopted by a.,capitalist . Because of
her origin she calls the desert "my desert" and rides there every
day. "Free from the city with its many odors, the dry air was in-
vigorating like wine and came to her rich with the smell of the
sun-burned, wind-swept plains. The girl breathed deeply. Her
cneeks glowed - her eyes shone,. Even her horse, seeming to catch
her spirit, arched his neck and, in sheer joy of living, pretended
first low hill Barbara faced Pilot about ... Uotionless now the
The Trail of Lo..^j..o .Lie
, John Fox, Jr.
The y/innin.-; of Barbara Worth, Harold Eell , TJri
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girl sat in her saddle, looking away over La Plana de la Llano de
Di0 3 her face grew cad and wistful and in her eyes there was
an expression that the Seer sometimes said made him think of the
1
desert."
and she marries the engineer in ch
-r ;e of the work.
mountains nor deserts, but? water - New York Harbor,
,
which is
almost Hardyeccue in its brooding over the life of the hero.
the harbor means the life in and near the docks of the steamshio
wv>~i}j«a4i-^-uj iiei Bpt»oio~j. vision oi ix>. jj-Lec^.ioro rcvea-Leci x>o me Tr_ie
miracles worked "by the sunset Ivre, and by the clouds, the winds,
weiru. tricics on each other. Slowly the crude glory of it stole
upon me unawares - until to my own intense surprise the harbor now
oecame for ,ie a breathin r* hcavi 1 " r'lecninr' " '~< ""* filled deep
to. i»n &ne rusn and tne vigor oi lixc. A tiling no longer sinister,
1 The V«Tiniiinr. of Barbara Yfortk. H. B* -YTright. Chicago, 191:
2 The Harbor
. Ernest Poole. N.Y»,1915.
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emailing down on a man's old ago - but strangely deeply stirring."
Eleanor is very human and real. See th r
her launch on the crowded harbor. "How
then abruptly churning the /ater behind . us we would hold 1 acx drift-
jkng watching our chance for another rue
glowing now, nor hat was off, her nech
gray eyes, wide open, fixed on the cliao s ahead, were shiniug wit.
excitement. Now and then a long curlin
get in her eyes and savagely she would II
[' picture of her home - "From the low, wide living roon windows you
could dee miler, out over t". e harbo: ...
where. An intinate, lovable feminine li.o.ie with man-aized views
from its windows - just lilie Eleanor he •
Eleanor is a lovely type of a woni
k ills -lor excessive" sense m tne ordering of her life. The harbor
comes to mean to both her husband and h erself, the- "harbor of the
Down in south ;rnx Indiana is the L
Its interpreter to the world is G-ene Strat oOii—* or uer wno nas une
nature linga at her tongue's ead. 3he
:
says of herself - "I am a
,
a.^ci air oiic. ^ 1a j. . no u
1 The Harbor, Ernest Poole. II. Y. . 1915. p. 141.
2 Ibid. p. 148.
9 Ibid. p. 168.
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periodically York some of it out of ray system into print, my near-
m<l dearest cannot live with me"
"an out-door setting of land in which I have lived until I know
! the procession of the year 1 . Then I people such a location with
men and women who live there and write down their story of ioy and
sorrow comingled as living among theml know it to be.""
There arc five of her books in this nature group. In all
there is the Limberlost background; in all the Bird Woman, who is
probably a prototype of Mrs. Porter herself-, is mentioned] in all
the heroines are too perfect to be true.
3
Freckles, the first of t-^e group in point of time, shows the
Limberlost as a losing camp. The heroine is a young friend of
the Bird Woman's - "A sapling beside her was not straighter nor
rounder than her slender form .... her eyes were just the deepest
blue of the iris, her lips the reddest of the foxfire, and her
cheeks exactly of the same satin as the wild rose-oetals caressing
'them'. She is the Angel to the young Irish Limberso st guard of the
logging camp. She is fascinatedly the life in the awamp and visits
it constantly with the Bird Woman. "The Angel was wild about baby
rabuits and squirrels It v/as |)ure joy to stand back -aid watch
her heaving breast, flushed cheek, and shining eyes" when she held
1 Why I Wro te the G-irl of the lAmburiost ,G-ene Stratton-Porter
.
The World's Work, vol. 19, p. 12545.
2 Tb1 rl -o 1 OG.A.A
5 Frccl.le s .'3-ene Stratton JPorter
. N.Y.,1904.
i Ibid. p. 118. 5 Ibid. O.304.
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one Lands. She spends hours helping to get picture a for t
"Freckles and the An^el quietly curled dow
straight up in the
"io -^e3> and witn ea^er eyes and softest ores
waited Suddenly Little Chioken spraii
air and landed with a thud. The An *el started cili ,;;*htlv but
freckles was lioniovaable . Then , as if in approval of his last per-
formance, more than three-quarters, almost full side, toward the
camera, strai^hteded on his legs, aqua:
nis neck full height, drew in his chin
naunced s..irk, directly in the face of
she marries Freckles who attains a mir<
nirked his most pro-
1
" Weed I say tinne ±ens.
ulous fort
The G-irl o f the mi..ibe rlost has quite
tieroine that Mrs Po^ts Lone
.
uoo.:
pmca-L, lor sne , too
,
'J.- son;
-
i she craved." In
• H
Frecilos
.
G-ene Stratton-Porter. IT.Y, ,^1904. p. 309.
The .G-iri of the Limberiost
., G-cne Stratton-Porter. IT.Y. 1309. .
Wrote the G-irl of the J.L..1 jo.. 13 3'^ -u-oi'ie <jorac oon—±q\
•rid
'
j Work, vol.19, p. 12546.
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and in expiation for her crudity captures two "but a mouse eats
.
.
Elnora never goes to college.
i
forest was a wealth ofAttraction no other girl possessed, Ker frank
matLer-oi -fac t manner was an inheritance i^om ner mother, ouo tnerc
was something more. Once, as they talked he thought 1 sympathy ' was
the word to describe it and again 'comprehension 1 . She seemed to
possess a large sense of brotherhood for all human and animate
creatures.
.
She. spoke to him as if she had known him all her life.
She talked to the grosbeak in exactly the same manner, as. she laid
strawberries and potato bugs on the fence for his family. She did
not swerve an inch from her way when. snake slid by her, while the
squirrels came down from the trees and tool: corn from her fingers."
IThat girl would not like to feel that she is "the embodiment of
'a dream which her lover has had before he meets her? That is the
2
case with the Harvester who is so sure of his vision that he re-
models his house and makes beautifu.'. furniture so that he may be
Jameson, broken by illness and poverty and tne fear ox
is glad to marry him because it provides rest. ThrougJ
1 The G-irl of the Limberlost , G-ene Stratton-Porter.
2 The Harvester , G-eme Stratton-Porter
. M.Y.,1011.
Porter 1 a own confession somewhat after Thoreau,

Liaberlost . Thic is her home-coming - ul I' :don t want dark to (
wonderful hed,je, and every plant and vine of the veranda j anc
I want to follow up tne driveway and see that oeautifUl little
-
things that ^row on the other side of it! Why, there are big
of them • Ana lilies - )i -the-valley by the acre! .
we learn wltn ner of tne nodicmal
.
properties oi all so]
flower* - golden-seal, moon-seed, bload-root, lilies -of-the-valley,
ginsinj, ana so ; on adfinitum. We learn of "birds as well a3 pi
Two play a prominent part in the Harvester's wooing: the card:
which he shows to her singing its love songs to its mate and 1
bluebird, the symbol of love,his love , "a -wonderful bird, with Heav-
leaf"
.
Laddie is another "honey-coated"romance of the out-dooi
on a farm/near the Liiberiost. The story is told by Little
-Sj
! who idolizes her big brother, Laddie, and who relates quite 6
real heroine of the tale although the girl reader's interest j
probably more centered upon the love affairs. Little Sister \
oy nerseli over every part of tne acres and acres of land t_
;
1 The Harvester, Gene Strattcn-Por'ter. 11. Y. 1911. o.263.
3 Laddie , Gene Stratton-Porter . I T .Y.,1913.
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Father ov/ned. She has an alnos , uncanny knowledge of nature
.
"Grossing our meadow ther was a kittle stream in it. lived
tiny fish colored brightly a.:- flowers, beside it ran killdeer,
plover and solemn blue xierons almost a:i tall as I was came over
i
the river to fish." "The air was cold for all the sun shone, the
smell of catkin poplin, oursting buds, and the odor of the earth
steaming in tne sun, wao in every breath: I the blackbirds were
calling, and the d^ves; The ganders looked longingly at the skn
2
and screamed a call to every passing flock.
"
Besides her love for the farm life around her, Little Sister
displays a grown-up reaction to life most un sual in a child. She
is merely a conventionalized figure in a rather "sweet" story where
virture is rewarded right and left, and there is much talk of
saving souls.
As in When a Man's a Han the gospel of Jfche healing influence
cf nature upon the mind and the heart and the oody is preached in
3
l.lichael j Hallor.-n . It is sometimes very difficult to choose the
heroine of a oook, especially such a book as this which is primar-
ily concerned with the story of a quickwitted Irish newsboy who is
given tomaking epigrams and to managing Lhings in as abnormally ma
mature way. I have chosen Leslie Winton, a beautiful well-poised
girl, who with her Scotch suitor provides the love thene . She
1 .Laddie, G-ene Stratton-Porter
. N.Y.,1913. p. 41.
2 Ibid. p. 392.
3 Michael 'Halloran . Gene Stratton-Porter. N.Y.,1915.
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has learned to appreciate the Limberlost swamp from the Bird
Woman and through her Influence brings its message into the lives
of the other characters. Listen to her rapture over a basket of
lady-slippers - "Oh you ./onders! When the mists lifted in the
marshes this morning, and the first ray of gold touched you to
equal goldness, you didn't know you were coining to me. I almost
wish I could put you hack. Just now you should be in such cool
mistiness and you should be hearing a heriit thrush sing vespers,
a cedar oird call, and a wnip-poor-will cry. But I'm glad I have
you! Oh I'm glad youcame to ;e! I never materialized a whole
1
swarp with such vividness as oily this little part of it brings."
^ Of the ten neroines interested in nature, three { Sibyl Andre
Sammy Lane, June Toiiiver) prefer mountains; one the Colorado
desert (Barbara worth; ; one (Elleanor Dillon) tie Mew York Harbor;
five (The Angel, Elenora Comstock, Rd.th Jameson, Little Sister and
Leslie Winton;the Limberlost swajnp country. Trie boo-.s in the
order of popularity are -
Books
Fre ckle
s
,
TOe C-irl of the .Limberlost
jESe harvester ~
The Tfim.iin- of bar bar- Worth
The Harbor
.
. .
.
~
...
The Shepherd or -one Hills
Txie Eyes of the V7orld
,
Laddie ... • ••••••••«••••
Michael O'Halloran
The Trail "j>f the Lonesome j^ine
• • •
The Angel
Elnora Comstock
Ruth Jameson'
Barbara Worth
Eleanor Dl ion
Sammy Lane
Si byi Andres
liittle Sister
Leslie Winton
June Toiiiver
40 . 26#
59.8($
28 . 08j£
28.61>
26.89?*
24.54;i
81.66^
30.5135
9 . B6J6
6.51b
1 Micm -.el ' Halioran
,
Gene Stratton-P )rter
. N.Y;,1915. p. 179.

c
w ^
P'R APT1!?".} TTT
Ever since Tiny Tim, the child lias apj
reader and during the last decade it may tri
cliild lias cone into its own. The popular i..
jl three types - The Peek's Bad Boy variety, tl
clii
- and the child probleu breated sympatl
I
class Booi-n .Tarkington ' s Penrod under the . . — >
and I.Iichael O 1 Hallora
, under the second; ai
uiiirCj una o is il one were considering one ±
teen,
In this list there is one heroine who
suiiiiy disposition mio is always jus: glad, "I T "1 - II • -
are not worse. She is taught to play the "g
a poor minister wno ,wnen they find crutches
II -
J aa " * ' e "
the missionary barrel ,conforted her by sayin l1
f is sent to live with her aunt, a c0ld_.-0r.rt2
Jlie applies her sc.ie„.e of life to the people
Vlliase and reforms the whole town from the'
hoy. Then 1.. he 1 charac
all Boston. She does succeed in impressing I2
.
11 ' va La Eleanor Poster TJ Y lQl 1^
— .... ..
4m j j ^ j c^i ii 1 it ^rx . . S3 u ^3 , illx G c^.iiOC irD 1 LiCl x W is/.
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Dr. Chilton, I should think bei:
.
The doctor turned in surorise.
- '.T-ieii I seo go muc]
.XV. IJfc
t n
ferJjfig always, ever/where
3? f he cried.
She nodded.
'I
ourse yo
"but you re helping: it -
glad to helo it! And 30
When Poliyanna finds her aunt in not the :lorious being she
Lnticipated, she is "glad u :;that she is not a "ladies aider": when
Jhe meets with an accident and learns that she may never walk again
ihe is glad that she 'has had her legs" J and when at twenty she
.'inds that Jimmy Bean (the adopted) loves her, she is "glad, pOad ,
•lad t c".la^ for everything! "
It would be an interesting experiment but one hardly worth
rhile to count in the two books the number of Pollyanna's utterances
del: variatK worfiL pj.au .
A small xieroine much more a'
roine of Rebecca of Sumiybrool: 3
aginative, impulsive child of t<
xtive .lyanna is the
in tli
1 ?:
2 Rebecca of Su.mybrook Farm * Kate Dc iggln .Risss . II.Y. ,19

37
•
of a friend. An engaging little person is Rebecca Rowena Randall
Whose mother has read Ivanhoe. She, too, goes to live with relatives
out her influence does not extend much beyond the hone 01' ner naide
aunts and her presence makes no greater difference than any child.' z
does in a hone. She is convincing froia the first when we notice he
as the one passenger in the old starve coach, instructing the stage
driver upon the glories of Paris. Paris is the capital of France,
says: 'The French are a gay and polite people, fond of dancing and
light wines.' I ashed the teacher what light wines were, and he
see Paris as plain as day by just shutting ray eyes. The beautiful
ladies are always gayly dancing around with pink sunshades and beac
ginger pop.
Like Pollyanna, she is disappointed in her new" hone. In her
ii
-
i
Its like a tomb.
And those of us jsrho live herein
Though not as good.
At 2**8
MM
v 1 ccv*i 1 7
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ast the sortpf verse that a precocious child might write.
Slie is never such a "goody-goody" as Pollyanna, not even Then in
'licted punishment for spoilin O&Ui J. .
1
the dearest treasure an life to her" - her little pinh parasol.
It is a relief to find a human adorable child, not a ::iinature groi
r oe-
i discussion of the heroine for William Sylvanus Baxter is a fascin
latinoJ.^ true representative of youthful adolescence; still, Little
rane.his ten year old sister1 is niitp p°. -n^r-r^nf in >io*. wot- rw,*>
iannot e .sily forget her. She is a "spindly young person either
latlngpread- id-"butter
-and apple sauce- and powdered, sugar br all
_ J ,,,
. „ „ II
3
who "hollers Willie
I
M
upc
,uc
seventeen in public. "She is apt to save her Iciowledge for use
ipon a. terrible occasion; and no matter what bribes she may accept,
me is certain to tell her mother everything* " She is not a bad
ihild. It is not with malicious intent that she embarrasses her
xrouiier. xt is merely tne childish soirit of 'I told vou so" that
;auses her to call out to Willie when he is
•you
ialk lady", "Willie, r told you^had better
i a "+\
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1
i£ Papa s cane "
.
>XU 'j.lco j cii Lc kjL.XXu UOI4 ju in one ru-..! u\.'Oi .Liu '^U u Ger , ailCl SnC CCDS
iookies which the dog's nose has touched, but only once does she
.ntentionally attempt to annoy William and that is when he is at
/he station seeing tho fascinating summer visitor off.
. There, directly "behind him, he beheld an exclusive little
irocession consisting of two damsels in single file, the first
ioiJ.ec. with nouse-moving, uiie second with apple sauce.
For greater caution they had removed their shoes, and each
.ansel, as she oaraded dandled from each far—extended hand s "hoe
nd oota damsels, whether beneath apple sauce or dust smudge, were
uffused with the rapture of a great mockery.
They were walking with their stummicks out o 1 joint.
At .sight of William s face they squealed. They turned and ra
here is nothing precocious about her. There are thousands of litt
sisters just like her
•iiiJ.d neromes.
ox our
Only nine times does Marjory Jones of the "amber curls and
the golden voice" flash across the pages of Penrod . That probably
accounts for the fact that she r> not nearly so well done as Jane.
Seventeen, Booth Tarkington. II. Y. , 1916. p. 146,
3 Penrod, Booth Tarkington. II.Y. 1914
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She is merely Penrod's "bow": a. disdainful miss who pretends to fc<
uninterested in his doings unless he offers some superior attract:
.on. She is not precocious either. S.
>assion and flees from the fight lilje ;
"Marjory leaned, panting, upon h<
lin - oh! ' she sobbed - ' I called him ;
nd of - lul-lookl - oh! lul-look at m;
tfihv - r>h - T.H r»Vi - r>Vi ! '
>icm. I cu-cal±ed -
dress! Lul-loolc at Mi
Unexpectedly, she smote, again - with results - and then, s
.ng the indistinguishable hand of Mitchy-Hitch, she ran v;ailing
Any lit"
Bab - a Sub-Deb: as far apart
which they come. Judy is the o.
tioned in "Dear Enemy". She i:
mere arc uwo pictures of
very popular - Jerusha Abbott a:
possible in the environment fro:
orphan in the John Greer Home mA
seventeen when a trustee who realizes her .unusual cleverness, offe
to send her to colie, ~o. Her story is told in the letters ^he writ
to uiie unicnown trustee whom she addresses as "Daddy-Long-Legs"
.
They are bright and charmingly droJ.l with clever original illustra
tions.
Penrod
. Booth Tarhington. 21. Y. , 1914. p.
Daddy
-Lon^-Ler.s
. Jean Webster. N.Y., 1912.
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^acati
September 15th.
Dear
I was weighed yesterday on the flour scales in the
general store at the Corners. I've gained nine pounds!
Your
'Judy.
9
She' intersperses
•reer Ko.ue and her college experiences which are not unusual excep-
hst she does win a 3chol rship and write a, novel which she sells
or a oho \xsand dollars and in the end carries Dado.y— Xx)nx-"Ije>"
>s wno
roves to be a"perfectly entrancing man". Girls lixe Judy because
f her clever descriptions of affairs in which V:
r nope uo taxe part. »ahe gives a whole Dome true oictur<
!
'hey are taklm
colle, ices. "Goi:
boohs anl study ai
]e os uireu. } you nav'e Tixc gymna
s
Daddy Lo:y>Le,;s
, Jean Webster. IT.!., 107.
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li:
>rld d^oblems And fi^ lin'~ i"1 eve]
cone up - but very satisfying.
oices
ttici
different girl who alsc
is Barbar sub-cl
most unusual • hills tells her story 01 f -
in lie:* diary. All except the first and
able. In revenue for be in- "snubbed ant
be last are most inprob-.
patronized" and treated
as a snail child, Bab creates a love affair and a lover, v.'ith
violets addressed to herself and a photograph of an unknown youth.
Carter Brooks, a family friend, who recognizes the picture and
suspejts that it is all pretense, in order to teach Barbara a
lesson
,
makes the creation materialize. Things cone to this pass
which she records in a theme - "Never, I determined, "would I marry
H. Better death, by^far. He was a scheming Fortune-hunter, but
to tell the family that was ,to confess all. And I would never con
fess. I would run away before I ^ave Sis such a chance at me. I
would run away, but first I would kill Garter Brooks.
1 Daddy-Lo:y>Le ;s , Jean Webster. II. Y. , 1912. p. 216.
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Yes, I was driven to thoughts of murder. It, shows how the
first false step leads down and down, to crime and even to death.
Oil npwT n*»-uv*r> rr#»n tip r>oorlAV> + i">.-a + + fiviat Pnlao <3-f-.=.r". Work
hnows to what it may lead!
'One false Step is never retreived,..' Gray - On a Favorite
1
rt„ j- II
In tuna siie worships a celebrity, -falls ill love with an*
actor, captures a burglar, and becomes intensely patriotic. In
this episode she or ganizes a "Piatt sbur,g . camp .for _.girls 11 and wears
a "unafori", learns to wig-wag and insists upon the flag being
raised at dawn and brought in at sunset. She. captures a G-ermam
spy and has the mixed joy of sending her lover, Garter Brooks, to
war. This is m extract from her diary - "I am a person of strong
feelings, and I was sad and depressed, thinking of my dear Country
at \7ar and our bercinnin/K with souo and --oin/; on
no umng was happening a street piano outside began to play
The Star-Spangled Banner, I then stood up, of course, and mother
saici. ciov/n, lor Heaven s saxe, Baroara.
'Not until our National Anthem is finished, mother, 1 I said
in a tone of genlle reproof. 'I may not vote or "oay taxes but
U-.I.L, »3 do -Lease i can clo.
Well, father got up to, and dranh his coffee standing. But
he gave Yfilliani a dollar for the mail outside, and said to tell his
to xe ^p away at meal times as even oatriotism requires nourishment^
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-Irs, Rinehart has attempted to Give a feminine version of
" seventeen" and had only secceeded in creating a sprightly pe:
tiderstood and appreciated by her family and to be treated with
lie sane consideration that her twenty months older sister rece.J
hard to classify. I have finally decided to put her in this
Sroupjbecau.se 3he seems the ve y epitome of childhood, with her
temperamental z aplexities, her quick sympathies, her honest im-
pulses, her follies and he:"* childish misdeeds. She is cleverer
oiian Judy and as youtnful as Bab, yet she exemplifies, a kind of
girlhood which struggles against restraint. One minute Babbie is
a sypsie maid, the next she is a fine lady. She warns the weavers
tnat the soldiers are coming to punish them for a riot and in
order to escape from the soldiers she pretends to "be the minister'
wife. "'Perhaps, 1 answered ".the Egyptian, 'it is the cloak that
has bewitched me!' She slipped out of it. 'Ay, ay, ou, loshl ' she
said, as if surprised, 'it was just the cloak that did it. for now
fm a puir ignorant la3si<
» t it
'men sne is contrite oe cause
escapade may ;vet the Little Ilinister into trouble with his
gation., "The Egyptian turned her bach upon hia, and one oJ
1 T1 "-° kittl e Minister
. James LI. Barrie, H.Y.,1891.
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fee t. tapped angrily on the dry Ground. Then, child of impulse
as she alwnvs w*i.s s"'e flr„s led an ind^ ^Qiant "lii'ico at ^
i
_
"i |ti and
walked quickly down tiie road.
'TThere are you --oin^?' he cried •
'To ~ive myself up. You need not. be alarmed; I will clear
J O vl .
There was not a shake in her voice, and she spoke without
1
looking back.""
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Fa.rm was not more impulsive in her self
inflicted punishment. Not even Judy is so quick in her sympathies
"Nanny, too distraught to think, fell crying at the Egyptian's fee-
'They are taking me to the poorhouse,' she sobbed; 'dinna
let them, dinna let them,
'
The Egyptian's arms clasped her, and the Ejyptian kissed a
sallow cheek that had once been as fair as yours, madam,
No one had caressed Nanny for many years, but do you think she wai
2
too poor and old to care for those young arms around her neck?"
Notice her misdeeds - Tfoey are with as little thought of th<
consecuenses as a child's, and as frank. she quarrels win the
Little Ilinister because she refuses to tell him that she is really
a lady and has a ri^ht to a diamond rinr;. "*I want to make one
confession though,'" Babbie continued almost reluctantly. 'When
you were so nasty a little while a.;;o, I didn't -o back to Nanny's
I stood watching you from behind a tree, and then, for an excuse
1 The Little minister ,Ja.:,es LI. Barrie. N.Y. , 18S1. p. 71.
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to come back , I -I poured out the water, Yes, and I told another
lie. I really cane back to admit that it wp.s all my fault if I
in urst. One can imagine Marjorie Jones be in;
in of \
"'You are needlessly alai
itle i.iinister sne visios aUa
3 any impulsive girl might,
she said J 'I am not at all the kind
hy or expects it. There is nothing
asnamed
ins
Tlirums to enjoy myself. I chased your policeman d>
v/ith my * lantern, and then cane here to amuse mysel
That is .all. Yes, Babbie is an impulsive child
wonan would act without the thou-iit of the morrow.
Rood
Of the seven child heroines two are precocious children
(?o" yan s. m& Rebecca Randall) j two are real children [ Little
Jane and llarjory Jones); three present with a fair degree of
anderatanding the adolescent girl Uudy Abbott, Bab, a sub-deb.,
and Babbie). In the order of popularity they are -
Books Heroines All college girl;
Seventeen Little Jane . . . o2.l3%
Pollyanna . . . . Pollyanna whittier 31.67,'
Daddy -Long- Legs .... . Judy Abbott 29.42$
Bab,_A Sub-deb . . . . . Bab 16. 56
The Little'hin'i ster' Babbie 10.32$
Re be c ca of Sunnybro ok . Farm . . . . Rebecca .Randall . . 9.97$
Penrod . . . . 7 . • • • . Marjory Jones 9.80%
1 The Little Minister , Janes M. Barrie. N.Y.,1891. p. 15G.
r

SIGNIFICANCE
We have now come to the point, where we must consider what
the girl has gained or lost by perusing ohis mass of popular fiction,
ttie question
In the first place
f
no boubt, has arisen in your mind as to just
why she chose these special novels. If, as Tarde insists in his
work up^n Imitation
,
socially everything is either invention or im-
itation and imitation is analagous to heredity in organic life, we
need not be surprised that the girl reads the popular riction which
she is told by persistant advertising is good. It comes to her
unsought, she has to mak^' an effort to get the classics. She is
quite willing to admit that a v/riter is great if sue hears his name
often enough. Hence her marl:ed predelection for Harold Bell Wright:
or she reads the magazines taken in her home, hence Grace 3. Richmonc .
For we mu it assume that she makes her selection from the fiction
that is easily accessible.
Fourteen of the two ty-three novelists represented on our list
are writers for such magazines as the Ladies
'
Horna Jnurnal
, the
Saturday Evonln~, Post and the r^ 2lL-^fl—^-(^ t'r- 1 " '-f"ja7ii
"
nfi
-
Jeariy a
dozen of thes« novels have appeared as serial numbers in periodicals
Five alone have appeared in the Ladies' Home Journal. Persistant
advertising has aade many of the novels popular.. Our jirl with
undeveloped literary judgment is quite likely to accept the glowing
*write up 3 " in the publisher's lists as true.
Even a casual study of the following tables will show the
analogy between the magazine and the popular novel, and the part our
colleges are doing in spreading the gospel of the Elite. 0* *****
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tables are listed the thirteen :.iost widely read magazines in both
classes
. Xou will notice that the came names are included in both
lists with the exception of Life which is not Included in the fresh-
man list of thirteen and the Delineator which is not represented •
upon the upperclass list. A tudy of the lists will disclose a
shifting in the upperclasse.3 towards the sort of magazine which has
the Elite sanction. College seems to be doing something towards
the formation of a better ideal in this matter, although the results
are not startling. The improvement in taste is brought out more
forceably in the tabulation of the results to the second question.
(If you' should be limited to reading one magazine, what would you
choose?). There although the Saturday Bvenin p; Post is just as
popular, the Atlanti c has improved nine percent and now takes the
rank of the Ladies 'Home Journal upon the freshmen list. There is a
very noticeable increase in the popularity of the Century and Har -
per' s . The Literary Digest, probably oweing to the war ranks
highest with both groups.
1 See pages 101 andl02.
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What magazines do you read regularly?
Freshmen
*
Magazine Schools
. . N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.C.. Rad. Ilich. L.R. Smith Total
L.H.J 116 107 7 5 2 20 9 22 288
( 47. 3>)( 60. 0) (33#) (68£) (25£) (80.0J*; (-40. 7%) (25.3#) (48.8#)
Lit. Dig.. 59 90 2 2 1 18 8 35 215
(20) (50.8- ) (9.5$) (25$) (12. 5%) (72%) (±2%) (40.2,1) (36.4,*)
S.E.Post.. 72 37 5 5 15 8 23 165
(25.3#)(20.9#)(23.8J?)(62*)( (flQjf) (42*4) (26.4#) (28;£)
W.H.Com... 50 6u 2 2 1 1 1 V 134
(20.0) (33. 9%) (9. 5%) (25%) (12. 5%) (4,0) (5. 3%) (8%) {22.1%)
Am 54 49 4 5 1 10 126
(22%) (27.7;0(19^)(25^) (20%) (5 .3%) (11 .5%) (21.0)
G-.Housek.
. .31 S7 B 0) 1 6 - • I 14 92
(12.7^)(20.9^)(9.5^)( ^)(12.5^)(24^)(5.3^) (16.J*) (15. Q%)
Gosmop 42 ^ 21 3 2 1 2 5 11 87
(17.1^)(11.9^)(14.5^)(25^)(12.^)(8
(^ ) ( 26 .3%) ( 12.6%) ( 14.7^)
G-eograph.. 33 19 2 2 1 6 5 19 82
( 13. 5#) (10. 7%) (9. 5%) (25%) (12.5%) (20) (26. 5%) (21. 8%) ( 13. 9%)
Atlantic. 10 13 1 3 4 34 65
(4. 1/1) (7.3%) U2.5#)(37.5#)(16J*)( - (39,3) (11.%)
Harper's.
.
25
_ 13 ^ 1 1 2: 2 15 59
(10. 2£) (7.3%) (4.8^H12.5;0 (28*0 (10.5/0 ( 17.2^) ( 10*)
lie. Rev... 24 ^ 25 1 3 54
9.8%) U4..1*) (4.8A {12%) • (9.2^)
Century... 12 7 2 1 4 1 13 40
(4.9/0 {0) (9.5%U (12.5^)(16^)(5.2;0(14;0 (Q.3%)
Delinator. 7 , 23 1 3 1 1 38
(2.8;t) (13%) [4.8%) (20%) .(
5
.5%) (
1
. 1%) (Q.0)
Life 4 ^
x
4 1 4 13
(1.6,0 (2.3^) _ (12. 5,0 (-4.6*) (2.2^)
Note
- School Freshmen Upperclasscs
Northwestern University 24
University of Illinois
. . 177 67
Mt. Holyoke College....
. . 21 27
University of California. .. 8 11
Radcliffe College
. . 8 9
Universty of Michigan
, , 25 14
Lauderdale -Roach
... 19
Smith College
. . 87 38
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What magazines do you read regularly?
Lit, Dig.
.
D.E.Post
.
L.H.J
Atlantic
.
larper ' s .
Century .
FT.. H. Coup
Houaek.
^ife
So suioo . .
j-eor^rapmc
Pi z . Rev.
Delineator
N.U. 111.
8 29
(33.3%) (43.3,1)
.10 19
(41. 7#) (28.3/0
13 30
(551) (44.8,;)
5 11
(20.9l)(16.4l)
1 10
(4.2,1)(14.9 -)
7
(10.4?0
3 20
(12.5,1) (29. B%)
7 21
(29.21 (31.3^)
6 13
'(2SJC) (19.4;0
1 8
(4. 2/0(11. 1)
(20.1^)^8.9^)
• 2 8
CO. 3^) (11.9,1)
.2 11
(8.31) (16.4,1)
1 4
(4.21) (6^)
Up-perclasses
Mt.H. U.G,. Rad. Llioh. Smith Total
4 4 6 17 61
36.4/1) (44.57b) (42.81) (44.7,1)02^)
6 2 7 19 69
54.51) (22.2>1)(50?b) (50#) (36.3,1
5 11 1 61
45.51) (11.11)(7.1^) (2.61) (32^)
1 8 2 23 59
9.1^) ( 88 . 9,1 ) ( 1 4 . 3,1 ) ( 50 . 5,1 ) ( 3 1%
)
1 3 5 19 45
9.11) (33.3l)(35.7^)(50^) (23. 7#)
2 2 28 43
(22.2,1) (14.3/0 ( 73. 7;1) (22.6/0
4 11' 7 40
33.41) ( (78.81) (18.4,1) (21.11)
2 1 1 3 39
18.2) (11.1#)(7.1#) (7.9/0 (20.5>0
1 4 6 35
9.1,1) (28.6^) (15.8^) (18. 4#)
6 1 8 31
( 66 . 6;1 ) ( 7
.
1%) ( 21%) ( 16 .3>0
3 1 2 .5 28
22.2,1) (27.3^) (11.1,1) (14.3 \) (13.2/0 (14.7/0
2 1 1 2 4 20
7.4/1)(9.1?0 (11. 1#)(14. 3/0(10. 5/1) (10.5>0
13
(6.8/0
5
(2.6^0
10
371)
6
22/0
6
22.21)
9
33.3,1)
6
22.21)
4
14.8^)
7
25.91)
5
18.5,1)
7
25.91)
6
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If you should be limited to reading one magazine, vrtiat would you
choose?
Fre slimen
Magazine Schools
N.U. 111. lit .Q. U.O.. Rad, Mich. L.R. Smith Total
L.H.J 46 25 2 2 5 1 4 85
(14.8;^)(14.1^)(9.5^)(8;0(- (62.5/0 (5.3#) (4.6;£) (14<4j<)
Lit. Dig.. 22 44 13 1 1 2 14 97
[9f) (24.9>1)(61.9#)(4#)(12.5,'$-) tlO . $%) ( 16
.
1%) ( 16 .4#)
S.E.Post.. 28 11 1 2 1 7 11 61
(1X%) (6.2,£)(- (4#) (25/0 ( 12. 5%) ( 36 ,Q%) ( 12;1) ( 10 .3%)
W.H.Com... 8 510040 18
{3.5%) (2.8,11) (4. 8^)- (50#) (3,^)
Am 20 13 1 4 2 1 1 42
(8.2£) (7.4-S)U.8#)(ie#)(25jO (5.2j£) (l.ljC) (7.1/0
G-.Housel:..4 14 00000 18
(1.6,*) (7.9%) - - (3,;)
Cosmop 12 511101 21
t5*) (2.8;0 (4.8#)(4;*)(12.5j£) (5.2^) (3.5j£)
Geographic 34 0010 3 11
lt.2%) (3.5^) (12.5#) (3.4/0 (1.8/0
Atlantic. 1220100 20 26
(4.5;") tX.Xfiii.9t) {12.5%) {29%) v4.4>)
Harper's.. 7430100 7 22
(2.8%) (3.5/0(14.3^-) l!9*9fi- (3%) (3.7,0
Pic. Rev., 41 0033 Oil
(1.6%) ( .5>0 (37.5^)(15.8>1) (1.9/0
Century... 3120011 7 (i5j|)
{1.2%) ( .6%) (9.9%) {12.5%) {5.3%) {Q%) {2.5%)
Delinator. 120 1 000 4
( .4,0 (X.X%) {4%) { - ( .7%)
Life 1 00 1 1 3
( .4%) (5.3%) (1.1^) ( .5#)
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If you should be United to reading one magazine, what would you
choose?
Upperclasses
Magazine S chools
N.U. Ill, Mt.H. U.C.. Rad. Mich. Smith Total
Lit. Die.. 2 13 3 4 4 6 32
(8,3*) (19.4*) (11.1*) (28.6*) ( (36.4*) ( 15.8*) ( 16.8*)
S.E.Post. .5 412 025 19
(30.9*)(6*) (3.7*) (14.3*)( (18.2*) (13.2*) (10*)
L.H.J 2 502 210 12
(8.30 (7.5*) U4.3 :)(22.2*)(9.1*)( (6.3*)
Atlantic 2 4 4 5 3 8 26
(8.3*) (6*) (14.8*) (55.5*)(27.3*)(21*) (13.?*)
Harper 1 s. 420 003 9
(6/0 (7.4 ) - - (7.9*) (4.7*)
Century.. 1 200 019 13
(4.1*) (3*) (9.1*)(23.7*)(6.8*)
Am 620 010 9
(8.9*)(7.4*) . (9.1*)( (4.7*)
W.H.Com.. 1 000000 1
(4.1*) - ( .5*)
G.Housek.. 2 300 000 5
(8,3*) (4.5*) - (3.6*)
Life 1 1 2
(1.5*) • - (11.1*) (1*)
Oosmop.... 1 000 000 1
(4.1*) ( .5*)
Geographic 100 000; 1
~ ' (1.5*) ( .5*)
Pic. Rev. .0 300 000 3
: (4.5*) (l.@*)
Delineator 000 000
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Much the same decree of improvement will be noticed in the
choice of writers, tabulated upon the two following page 3. Rinehart
and ' Tarkington have not shifted hut G-ene Stratton-Porter has shifted
from first place upon the freshmen list to the eighth place upon
the upperclass list and Harold Bell Wright from second to seventh!
The penetration of appreciation of the better l:ind of literature
is slow but steady. Galsworthy has jumped from the twelfth place
to the fifth place. and Wells from the eigth to the first place.
I need not compare further, the reader will probably enjoy making
comparisons of his own.
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What writers of t,he present day do you enjoy the most?
Freshmen
Writer Schools
N.U. 111. Mt.H. u.c.
.
Rad,, Mich. L.R . Smith Total
G-. S.Porter 71 74 2 4 18 5 5 179
29*) t) (9.9#) (5950 (72*) (26.3* )(5.'7%) (30,3*)
Wright . .
.
62 69 11 5 1 12 2 10 172
28.2*) (39,0 (iqfj (62.5/0(12.5*)(48, 5*K105.*(29*)
Rinehart 71
29*)
54 6 5 2 11 3 20 172
( 30. 556 ) (27.7* )(62. 3*>(25* )(44*)(15*) (23;
26
(29*)
Tarkington 55 26 9 6 17 139
22*) U-4.7^0(24.9^ ) (68. ) (30 .*) (25.5/0
Churchill 35 57
,
2 4 2 12 1 19 132
14.3*) ( 32/3
)
(-9.9*) (50*
3
)(25*) (48*) ( 5 . 3* )( 1 .3/0(22.4*)
Kipling. .
^
17 16 7 2 4 2 51 99
6^9*) (9*) (33.3*)(37. 5*) (25*) (16* )(10.5;0(5 B. 6*) (16.8*)
Richmond. 35 37 3 3 8 2 3 91
14.3*) (20.*)(14.3*)(37.5*) (32*) (10.5 .4*) (15.4*)
23 11 6 1 2 3 20 66
9.4*) (6.2* )(27.7*)(12.5 (-2350(10.3*)
E.Porter 17 19 9 3 5 3 1 57
6.9*) (10.7;0(42.31 )(37. 9*>( (10*) (15.8*)(1 .1*) (9.7*)
Webster . 15 10 12 5 1 3 2 1 49
6.1*) (5.6* )(57.1*) (62. 5*) (12. 5*) (12*) (10 .5/0 (1.1*)(8.3>'
Poole .... 6 6 12 2 3 4 6 39
2.4*) (3. 4,' /(57,0 (25* )(37.5*)(16* )( (6. V) (6.6,0
G-alsworthy 19 7 1 1 1 9 38
7.7 %) (3.9* (12.6)" (10 .1*)(6.4*)
Norris. . . 12 14 2 4 1 2 1 1 37
4.9*) ( 7 9* )(9.9*) (50*) (12.6*) (8*) (5.3*) (1. 1*)(6.3*)
J . Pox , Jr 3 19 3 2 1 1 29
1.2*) (l0.7*)(14.o*) (•8.0(5.3*) (1. 1*)(4.9*)
Deland. . 7 5 2 5 19
2 . 8*
)
(2.8* )(9.9*) (5. 7,0 (3.2*)
Ferber . . 9 7 2 U U 1 19
3.7*) ( . 9)a )( (25*) a. 1*)(3.2*)
Bartie. . 1 5 2 10 18
.4*) (2.8*)(9.9*) (ii .S*)(o*)
Burnett. o 2 2 3 1 1 3 17
2%) {LI* )(9.9*) (37.5*) (4*) (5.2) (3.4*) (2,8*)
Wiggin . .
.
6 4 6 1 17
2.4*) (2.2* )(27.7*)( 1.1*) (2.9*)
Fisher. . 2 3 1 3 9
(9.9*) 137.5p) (4*) (3.4*) (1.5)
Barclay. 2 4 1 1 8
[.3,1) (2.3* )(4.7*) ( 12.570 (1.4*)
Wister
. . 2 2
[ .3*) ( .3*)
Harrison. o 1 1
[It ( .8 )
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What writers of the present day do you enjoy the most?
Upperclass.se
Writer Schools
N.U. 111. Ht.H. U.C.. Rad. Mich. Smith Total
Wells 2 14 9 6 6 9 24 70
(a.3;0 (20.9^) t33.3jJ) (42.8^) (66. 7^>( 54. 5*) (63.2^(36.3;,)
< Churchill. . 9 17 9 5 3 7
(37.5<S) (83.8J{)(33.3J6)(35.7^)(33.3^) (63.6>0 (23.7^) (31.1,:
JRinehart..J 5 16 5 4 1 3 12 4
6
(20.9;0(23.7^)(18.5)1)(28.6^)(ll.l^)(
1
27.3^y(31.6;^H24.2 /^ )
f TarkinSton. : 7 10
(29. 2/1) ( 14. SK) (33. 3;0 (14. 3#) ( 11.170 (.9. 1;0 Qn.i;0U0,1)
^Galsworthy. 5 6 8 2 5 1 B 3 &
20 . 9<S) ( 8 . 9* ) (S9.6#) ( 14.3J*) ( 56. 5#) (9
.
1%) (,21
.
1% ) (ifi.4#)
Kipling 12 3 1 2 o 13 3*
(l7.-95e)(U.ljO( ?.!*)( ^.2^)Q27. 2^(34.
2
/O La7.8?0
21 4 4 3 1 oo
(27.3^2.6^(^.4^)
l Wright. .
.
) gT^.Porter
7 kichmond.
// Poole ....
tfDeland.
.
Ferber
. .
nBarrie ...
Norris. . .
Webster.
Fisher. .
Wister . . .
Harrison.
Wlggin.-:.-
E.Porter.
J. Fox, Jr.
Burnett .
.
Barclay.
(30.3^)(14.3;0(28.6i)
i S 21 3 1 o
(l2.5^)(30.3>)(H.l^)(7.1fo)( U8.2$0j
^8 -10 4 4 1 1
( 33. 3#)( 14. 9;') (14. 8/1) (28. 5%) (11.170 (9.1#)
to 3 4 2 3 3 12
(4.4/0 (14.8,1) (14.370 (33.3,1) ( 27. 3%)( 31. 6/1
// 9 5 4 2 2 2
(37.5;0( 7.5/^) U4.8^)i 14-.3?0 (22.2;1) (5.3#)
6 7 2 1 2
(25/0 (10.4/1)( U4.3^) (9.1,1) (5.370
i 1 1 1 3 2 7
(4.270 (1.5.0 (3.7^) (21.4/1) ($2.2/1) (18. 470
2 4 2 1 2 3
(8.3#) (5.970 (7.4/1) (11. 1,1)(18. 270(7. 970
2 3 2 2
(8.370 (4.5*0 ( U4.3?0 (18. 2#)-
2 5
{22+2$) (13.270
1
{Wfi (3.7/0
2
(2.970
1 1
( 1 •jp ) v 3 . £/o )
( 2.9%)
S
(2.9,1)
1
(7.1/1)
I*. 1,1)
15.8J0
28
12.6/1)
18
9 .5,11
15
7.870
14
7.470
9
4.7,0
7
3.770
(3.6/0
2 2
(18.2/0(5.370 13.7/0
2 3 7
( IS. 2?0(7. 970(3. 770
3
(
37. 3;;)
o10 3
{9.1%) (1. 6/1)
1 1 3
(9.170 (2.6^)(1.6>1)
,2

loe
Lluch the sane results t • 1 1 nfegee in the cnoice of books as
in the c.ioice of writers. Freckles falls from first p_ace with the
freshen to fifteenth place with the uoperclasses ; The G-irl of the
Llinberlost froni second to thirteenth; Pollvanna from fifth to seven-
teenth; "Mr. Britlinp;"is advanced from seventh to first place . The
Harbor from thirty-seventh to ohird place, and the Iron V.bman from
the thirty-first to the tenth place. with the upperclasses.i However,^^
the reader may make further comparisons for himself
f
these are enough
examples in proof of my point "that there is a slightly encouraging
^mproYement towards the choice of the Elite with chose girls who
nave oeen subject d to the college environment for any length of
time. These questionnaires -./ere answered oy freshmen when they had
been in college only a month or so. If it were not without the
scope of my subject it might be interesting to make a study of the
freshmen lists with the point of view of judging the probable effect
of the so called "home reading course" in vogue in most of our high
schools. The college seems to oe really doing lairly well in the
time at its disposal.)
1 See pages 107 -112.
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Please ^ive aliat of ten or sofa novels you have read and have
enjoyed particularly.
Fre siimen
Novels
N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.C. Rad.
Freckles
Schools
Mich. L.R. Smith Total
68 59 8 4 6
( 23 . 7$ ) ( 33 . 3$ ) { 3 8 . 1$ ) ( 50$ ) {75%)
The Gdrl_of the ^imberlost
2
15
(60$)
12
12 167
2
(25$)
63 59 4 5
(21.6;0(33.3;:) (19$) (62.5$) (25$) (50$)
The Crisis
47 51 3 2
(15$) ( 28. 8$) (14.3$) (25$)
Seventeen
TV 10 5
(29+i) (5.6)1) (23.8$)
^ 4g 5 2
(14.3$) (23$) (23.8$) (S5^)
41 35 2 2
(16.7$)(19.3$)(9.9l);25l)
:.lr P Bri^lin.^. gees I 't throurdi
33 18 3 1
( 15. 5$) ( 11. 7$) (U^M 12. 5$) (12.51) (12$)
38 41 3 2
(15.5,1) (23. 2$) (14. 3$) (25$)
Daddy liPh^-ijg^s
33 27 3 2
(15.5$)(21$) (14.3$)
Tki augfegEfl of the rails
30 40 1 2
(I8.2£)(30jC) (4.8#) (25$)
The Harvester
4~6~
1 8
(12.5$) (32$)
2 11
(44$)
10
(4o
;
;)
9
(36$)
3
1 5
(12.5$) (20$)
3 12
(37.5$) (50$)
5
(20$)
1 832" 46™ 1 1
(13.1$)(26$) (4.7$) (12.5$)(12.5$)(32$)
Laddie
~"~4Q~ 29 3 2 1 11
16.3$) 1116.31) (14. 3$)(25$) ( 12.5,1) ( 44$)
Red Pepper Burns
—
40* 2~ 3 10 9
( 16 .3,1) ( 15 .8$) ( 14 . 3,1) ( 12 . 51, . ( 56$)
The Winning of Barbara Worth
40 27 3 3~ 3
(16. 3*) (15.2$)(14.3,1)(37.5$) {12%)
The Sy e p of the World
36 ^ 3op.
—
(26.3$)
2
(10.5$)
1
(5.3$)
4
(21$)
4
(21$)
2;
(10.5$)
1
(5.3$)
4
(21/1)
3
(15.8,1)
1
(5.3$)
2
(10.5,1)
3
(15.8,1)
13.8$) (28.3$
13 160
14.9$) (27.1$
13 126
14.9$) (21.4$
18 121
20.7$) (20.5$
6 116
6.9$) (19.7$
20 111
23,1) (18. 8;£
38 103
43.7$) (17.5$
6 100
6.9$)
8
9.2$)
7
8$)
5
5.7$)
5
5.7$)
6
(6.9$)
8
(9.2$)
9
(16.9$
96
(16.3$
95
(16.1$
94
(15.9$
93
(15.8$
87
(14.7$
85
(14.4$
78
(20. iwa.s ;> r-, 7 .
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Novels School
3
N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.G. Rad. Mich. L.R. Smith Total
In aide the Oup
24 32 1 3 4 8 72
J 9-\Q^ki^ 2^\'?' f°) ( 42 - 5^) ~ U«*J v9.2$)(12.2$)Trie Ll/fot That Failed
18 7 8 2 3 2 29 55
Tl(e
4,
R6aarv
' 9," ) ( (36^ (S5^ ) (l2'^ < ^.S^) (33.3#) (9.3#)
11 32 1 2 1 5 2 54
b U.5*L (18.2^) (4.7$) (25$) (12.5$)(20$) (2.3$)(9.1$)Bao, A Sub-Deb .
84 3 3 3 1 2 15 50
-if^jM^J ,( 83j 8&! (#- 5?) „ ^ (10.5$)U7.2$)<9.5$)Tne Little Shepherd of King&on Goiae
12 17 1 4 8 1 7 49
(4.9$) (9.5/0 (4.7$) (50$) (32,0 (5.3$) (8.2$) (8.3$)
Under the Country Sky
20 16 5 1 3 43
16.2$) .(fi£) (23.8$) (12.5$) (3.8$) ',7. 3$)
Tne Turmoil
14 4 2 2 6 11 39
(5.7$) (2.7$) (9-.$$) - (20)
The Call ing or Dan Jaathev7s
13 ' 17 1 "4
(5.3$) (9.5$) (4.7$) (50$)
Just David
7 6 10
^2.0$) (3.95) (4.7$)
Ilichael O'Halloran
15 13 1
(2.3#) (8.5$) (4.7$)
Re do c c ?, of Sunnybroor; Farm
17 8 2
(6.95b) (4.5,0 (25/Q
The Virginian
10~"
~10 2 1
(4.10$)(6.6$) (9,5$)(12.5$)
The Liitle Minister
(24$) (12.6,0(6.8$)
1
u$)
1 2
(5.3$) (2-.3$)
38
(6.4$)
1
(4$)
6 6
(31.6$)(6.9$)
37
(6.3;0
4
U6$)
3
(3.5$)
36
(6.1$)
5
(20$)
2
(2.3$)
34
(5.8)
5
(29$)
2
(10.
J
3
>$ ) ( 3 . 5$ )
33
(5.6$)
13 335 12 1 2
(2,0 (7.8$) (4.8$) (25,0 ( 14 . 9$) ( 5 . 6$)
Ponrod
18 403 2 3 1 4 33
(7.3$) (2.7$) (42.5$) (25$) (12$) (5.3$) (4.6$) (5.6$)
Pollyanna Grovra Up
[ 7 14 11 4 32
(2.8$) (7.9$) (52.4$) (4.6/0 (5-.4$)
The Iron Woman
11 9311110 30
(4.5$) (6$) ^14.3$) 12.5$)(12.5$)(4$) ^5.2$) (5.1$)
The Heart of Rachel
8 16 10220 1 30

Novels
N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.C.
Schools
Rad. Mich.
109
L.R. Smith Total
Red Pepper's Patient3
11 6 9 1
(4.5$) (3,4$) {'58.1?>) {12.5%)
5 Bent Twia;
3 4 2 1
he ^eiUy-fourth
.
6 10 1 1 6
(2.4$) (6.6$,) )4.8*) (12.5$) (24$)
Tue Trail of tne Lonesoue Pine
7 9
-JJUtfl (6$)
Tne Harbor
The
T
1
(26%) (12. 5$} (12$)
of June
7 6
(2.8$) (4$)
Dear Eheay
7 10
3
(23.3,;) -
That
(6.3$) (19|), (118.6*)
Printer or Udell a
1
2
7 14 1 -
„ (2.8^) (7.9%) (4.8$)
Mo tne
r
7 8 11
(2.8^) (4. 5$) (4.8$) (12.5$) (25$)
Their xesterdays
8 9 2
(3.3^) (5/) (9.5$) (
T . Tenbaroza
2 13
(8$) (6$)
.
(14.5*)
V.V. ' s Eyes
4 3 3
(1.6$) (1.7.'-) - (37.5%){**$)
His Family
2 " 1 3
2
(25$)
02
2
2
1
5
(20?2)
2
(8$)
1
(
i
(38£) (.6*) (9.5*)
The Story of Jul ia Pan;e
3 5 2
(8.2$) (2.8,0 (9-5/0
Emma McGhesney & Go .
q 5
(2.4;0 (1.7$)
The Rlsln;; TideOil
( (.6$) (4.3:0
Roast Beef Medina
3 10
(1.3,0 (3;0
Personality Plus
1 2
, . 5/0 ( 1..1
The Patrician - -
(12.5$)
2
(s$)
1 29
U.1/0 (5.9$
15 28
(17.2$)(4.7,;
3 27
(3 .5/0 (4.6$
2 3 26
(10.6/0(3.5$) (4.4$
7 25
^8.2$) (4.2$
2 24
^2.3$) (4;1$
22
(3.7$
2 21
(2.3$) (3.6$
1 20
1.1,0 (3.4$
7 15
(8.2$) (2.5$
2 13
(10.6$)(2.3 )(2.3$
6 12
^6.9 (2$)
12
2
;*
2
2.-3$)
(2$)
11
(1.7$)
5
(3.5$) (3$)
4
.7$)
(1.1$) (.7$
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Please sive a Hat of ten or more novels you have read and have
enjoyed particularly.
Uppercla.ss.os
Novels Schools
N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.C. Rad. Mich. Smith Total
ur. Britlinp; Sees It Through 87
9 14 . 10 6 8 6 34 87
(37.5$) (20.9$) (37. $) (42.9$) ( 88 .9$) ( 54 . 5%) ( 39 . 5$) (45.8$)Inside the Cup 51
9 4 4 4 7 51
(33.31) (28.6$) (44.4$)(36.4$)(18.4$)(26.8$)
42
37,5$) (20.9$)
Th.e-Har.bor .
7 5
(29.2$)(7.5$)
The Crisis-
1 19
The gent Tgrlg p)
4 2
(17^) (3$)
11
(40.1$) (
7
(26$) (
4 1
U4.8#)(7.1*)
3 2 17
(33.3$) (18,2$) (44.7$)
(18.1$) (7.9$)
5
(13.5$)<
1
1 13 8
„ cia.5>D(issS)Red Pepper Burn
6 12 4 1
(25.1) (17.91) (14.81) (7.1$)
The winning oi Bar oara 17orth
4 13 5 3 1 1
(17*) (19.4$) (13.5$) (21.4$) (ll.ll) (9.1$)
The Turnoll
17
(44.7$)
10
(26.3$)
4
(36.4$)
132 1 8
(8.3$) (1.5$) (29.61)
The Iron woman
7 3 7
(39.2$) (4.4:1) (35.9$)
Daddy Lonr; Lgg;s
4 10 5 2 1 1 2
(17*) (14.9$) (18.5$)(14.3$) ( 11 . 1$) ( 9
.
1%) (5.3$)
The Harvester
(22.2$) (9.1$) (34.2$)
5 2 3
(5.6$) (18.2$) (7.9$)
2 15 4 1
8.3/0 (22.4$) ( 14 . 8$) ( 7 . 1$)
The G-irl of the Llaberlost
1 1 3
(5$) (26.9$) (11.1JC)(U.S^)
Seventeen
10
(37:1)
2 1
(16.2$) (2.5;3)
5 4
(2.1%) (6)1)
The Virginian
11
1
(11. 1*) -
4
(10.5ft
43
22.7$)
57
32
16.9$)
29
29
15.3$)
28
28
27
1-4.2$)
27
37
14.2$)
27
27
1-4.2$)
27
27
14.2$)
25
25
13.2$)
25
25
13.2)
24
24
12.6$)
24
24
1-2.6$)
24
24

Ill
Novels Schools
N.U. 111. Mt.H. U.O. Rad, Mich. Smith
Freckles
(1.3;^) (V?.9,1) (
5
13.5fo) (14.3#)(ll.l?0
°
Pollyanna
1 19 3
(5,1) (28.3;1) (.. (21.4,1)
When a Han 1 s a Man
(k) d&.40() ° ($Uljf) (33.31)
°
His Fanily
(1.31) (
34.4l) ($«.#) °
The Patrician
° Ul.5*) Utttf) °
The Shepherd of the Hills0/10 4 2
l 14.9p (14.8,1) (14. 3#)
The Eyes o f the World19 10
(51) (13.4;*) (3.7J*)
The tdgfet That Failed
(%2.2%)(\.1%) (5
2
.35)
1 4
(9.1£) (10.5.1)
ThUosail- 4'^ (7 ' 4^ (28 ' 6^ < 22 - 2*>
5
(13.2,1)
1
(5%) (13.41) (3.7,1) (14.3JC) (ll.ljf) (18.2J*) (
Bah, A Sub-Deb.
4
9 1
5.
2
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Cope
13 4
ft (4.41) (14. 8^)
3;
.3 •) [1$)
e:
-j- ^ " * g
(5,1) (6£) (18.5,1) (7.1^)
The. Heart of Rachel
1 3 D~
(hi) (4.4,1) !
The galling of Dan Mathews
3 *2 2 1
1 1
( 11. 1,1) W)
1 1
1
(9%)
"0"
6
(15. 8^)
4
(10.5,1)
3
(7.9*)
2 5
(18.2;1) (13.21)
(14.3,1) (H.lj0(9,*)15 2 10
(5g) (7.5,1) (7.4,3) (7.1,1)
Total
23
,
.13*)
23
i#)
20
10.5.:)
18
9.5*)
17
8.9*)
16
8.4*)
16
8.4,1)
16
8.4$)
16
8.4*)
15
7.9*)
14
(7.3*)
13
(6.8,1)
^ 6 . oVj )
11
(5.71)
10
(5.2*)
10
(5.2*)
9

Novels Schools
N.U. 111. lit .H. U.C. Rad. Mich. Smith
112
The Littl e liinister
3 2
(4.5*) (7.4)0
Red Pepper 1 3 Patients
6
(25$)
T. ^Tembaroni
1
(3.7*)
The Rising Tide
4
(13*)
Rebecca of Sunny"brook Farm
3 2 3
(4.5*) (7.4*) (21.4*)
Penrod
2
12 1
(11.1*)(18.2*) (2.6*)
3
(27.3*)
2 2 4
(22.2*)(18.2*) (10.5/0
12 1
(4.2*) (3*) (3.7*)
Under the Country Sky
5 &
(8,3*) (8.9*)
The Story of Julia Pa^e
2
(3?)
Roast Beef Llediun
2 4
(8.3*) (6?)
Just David
5 1
(7.5/0 3.7*)
Michael O'Halloran
1
(7.1;*)
1 1
(11.1,*) (9,*)
2 1
(22.2*) (9*)
1 1
(7.1%)
4
(6*)
Theft"Yesterdays
, 5 ^
(7.5*)
The Trail of the Lone some Pine
" 2
(14.3*)(si)
The Twenty- fourth of June
1 2
(1*5*) (7.4*)
Pollyanna G-rov/s Up
2(m
Personality Plus
(h) (ll.5%) °
°
That Printer of Udell's
6
Bfiaa LIcGheoney & Go .
hi) ° ? ° °
Wo)
W)
3
(7.9*)
1
(2.6/0
4
(10.5/0
1
(2.6*)
Total
9
(4.7*)
9
(4.7*)
9
4.7*)
9
4.7*)
8
4.2*)
8
4.2*)
8
4.2*)
7
3.o*)
7
3.6*)
7
3.6*)
6
3.1*)
6
3.1*)
4
2.1*)
3
1.5*)
2
1.1*)
2
1 . 1*
1
.5*)
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It is unnecessary for me to comment in detail upon these re-
sults. They speak for themselves . to the reader Who is at all in-
terested, in making even a casual comparison. Please remember in
estimating the results for yourself that with the u perclasses,
Lit. Holyoke and Northwestern may be compared as to numbers tabulat-
ed and that Michigan, ^adcliffe and California are based upon
much the same sized groips. With the freshmen^Radclif fe and the
University of California are based upon olie same numbers and Mt.
Holyoke, Michigan and Lauterdale- Roach are based upon almost equal
numbers. A glance down these respective columns will make it at
once apparent that the East is inclined to be a trifle more enthus-
iastic abtut writers and books which would probably be approved by
the Elite, however, it seems to me that the results are not start-
ling. I think the tabulation will bear out the statement that
in general geographical location has some bearing upon the choice
of fiction but really not an alarming one for democracy. Grirls
like pretty much the same thing whether they come form California
or llaine. There is no getting around the fact that if one were
to oase his whole conclusion upon the popularity of the Atlanti c
; lonthly that his statement would be strongly in favor of the East.
I am wondering if the really ' remarkable preference for this magazine
among the upperclasses in eastern schools is not due to the fact
that it is used as a supllmentary text in various English courses.
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IDEALS
Someone has said, I think It. must oe Arnold Bennett, that
the reverence I'or women in the. United States amounts to a nation-
al trait, a national point or view, a sort or national institution.
This very reeling tnat, woman in one abstract is un objit sacro
probably accounts ror the idealize., edition of womannood one rinds
in tne average popular I'iction. As the college girl has had little
actual contact with life ner vision of woman is necessarily ether-
eal and one expects her to be reached by those heroines who appeal
most strongly to what she ideally hopes to experience. Naturally
the characters tend to oe of exceptional nobility and ner interest
is centered upon the love theme which she is most curious about.
She likes to be mildly agonized just before the climax and she
cannot get the point of view tha.t virture should be its own re-
ward. 1 r.ave known many girls to refuse to r. ad a novel which did
not end happily. It is an interesting comment upon b -is point to
note that in the whole list of fifty novels there is only one in
which the heroine does not marry nappily in the end and -chat
heroine \V. V.'s Eyes; is not mentions in one reply to ohe last
tnree questions in the questionnaire.
•before we can know the probable out come in ideals we must
know in these different groups discissed in the preceeding chaptered
just what xieroinei appeal to college girls and just why she con-
siders her ideal. The rollowing is a summary 01* the resalts of
1
questions 6,7, and 8.
1 See page 14.
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The most r>or>ular heroine in the untrained grouo is Ellen
1
Leasing. . ^t me quote some oi' the reasons i'or ohe ad.iiration
of "this highly perfect, heroine . -"her powers of understanding and
2
sympathy by which she proves her loyalty to her husband V ,.(2ff.U.) •
"womanliness, tact, adaptability and patience" (N.U.); "self-control
and devotion to her home" ( IT. U. ) ; "Uncomplaining performance of
distasteful duties, house-work" (lit , H
.) ; "being a good sport, being
refined" (lit .H. ) ; "a real help-mate, a good mother" (Rad. ) ; and "her
power of playing up to the moods of her husband" (111. )
.
A fourth of the number who thought her ideal would like to
be like her for as one Illinois girl expressed It "the joy of shar-
ing the life 'of a real worker and the opportunity ot being a part
of it".
Jane Champion is almost as popular. She is admired because
of her "truthfulness, kindness, unselfishness, self-sacrifice,
loyalty and patience " ( 111 .); " in Jane, my favorite heroine, I
especially admire the traits of equality, friendliness , refinement
and sympathy and her suffering in silence" ( 111
.
); "she is athletic
and still feminine, she can be a friend and companion to another
girl as well as to a man and she is true blue 11 (111.) ; "constancy,
sincerity, naturalness" (U.G .); "strength of character" (Mich. )
.
1 See page 33.
2 N.U
.
, Northwestern University: 111
.
, University of Illinois:
Bad., Radcliffe College: IUC University of California:
.Mt.H . , Sit, Holyoi-ze College: glen . . University of Michigan:
hJL*, Lauterdale-Roach Prep. School: Smith . Smith College.
3 See page 39.
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One third of the girls who admired Jane wanted to be like
her.
1
Liargaret Dean is admired by two girls for ''her strength of
character and her courage" (Mt.H.) and her "tenderness and sweet
forgivingiiess" ( 111 - ) . The first girl would like to act the part
of IIa.rgr.--et Dean*
o
Virginia Carvel is much more popular as an ideal because of
her "spirit and patriotism" ( Smith) : "her unwavering spirit" (N.U. ) >
11determination to acco/aplish what she went at" ('N.U. ): "her pride,
grace, devotion to her cause" (Mich. ): "her independence, executive
ability" (111 .), "her poise and generosity :her personality ana temper
(111.) .
Half who admired her thought it would be fun to act her part.
3
Mary Vetrees approaches an ideal because of her 'sympathy,
wisdom and common- sence (N.U. ): "ability to change her mind wisely,
and to insi3t upon truth in a sham society" ( Smith) : "frankness and
kindness" ( 111. ): "her ability to appreciate Bibbs and her courage
and refinement" (Mich. )
.
No one wished to act her part.
1 See page 2?.
2 Ibid.
3 See page 31.
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Six girls thought Rachel Fairfax ideal because of her"com-
mon sense, humanity, broadmindedness" ( Smith) : "her faithfulness and
sincerity" (N.U, )
.
None apparently were attracted by her problem.
Of the three girls who admired the hot-tempered Elizabeth
2
Ferguson, two desired to be like her because of _ "her self-sacrifice"
(111.); and M she is one of the most interesting, fascinating and
really human characters in fiction. There. is something appealing in
her make-up .
" ( 111 . )
.
3
Four ad.iire Julia Page because of her "self-sacrificing love,
her growth of character" ( 111
.) ; an4 because "she helps other
s
,4
( V, U.
)
Two of the four would like to act her part.
4
One girl admires Little Ann because of "her commm-sense and
power to see through difficulties".
The most popular heroine in the group of those trained to be
5
self-supporting is Sydney Page. She is admired for her "consider-
ation for others" ( 111. ) ; her "unselfishness and her Interest in her
work" ( 111. ); "her ambition and sympathy" (N.U. ) ; and "her sincerity"
(Smith)
.
Four who clearly ad.iired her profession, wanted to be like her
1 See page 41. 2 Sea page 42, 3 See page 43. 4 See page 33.
5 See page 53.
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1
lirs. McChesney is liked because of her "humanness, determi-
nation - success, her business mind combined with her femininity 11
(Smith): her "charm of manner, adaptability to conditions, strength
and firmnes3;N.U. ) , her"selfreliance and her honest broad view of
life
" (N.U. ), "^refined woman with 'pep' and her qualities of the
modern woman" (N.U. ): "her ability to be a splendid bu sine s s woman
and a good mother, , at the same time her unspoiled spirit" ( 111 .)
.
Only three of the dozen who thought her ideal wanted to be
like her.
The idealized teacher in Tne Twenty-*-fourth of June - Roberta
2
G-ray - comes in for her share of w rshipers. She is ideal because
of her"refinement and she lives up to her ideals" (Mt.H. ): "her
straightforward manner, her ability,her independence "( 111. ) , "her
boyishness" ( 111, ) , and "she isn't a flirt" ( 111. ): "her sincerity,
honesty and modesty" (N.U. )
.
All but one of Roberta's admirers wanted to be like her.
Deborah G-ale's enthusiasts are such because of "her motherly
3
characteristics" (Smith) : "broadmindedness and the way she lives up
to her own convictions" (Ht.H. ) : "self-controljf and balance" ( Smith)
,
her intellect, her ambition, persistance and good-sense" ( Smith;
.
Not one girl wanted to carry out her ideal in such a lii'e as
Deborah' s.
1 See page 60 2 Sec page 51. 5 Ibid.
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Molly Wood is admired because of her "poise, deathless devo-
tion, strong emotion well controlled" (Lit, H. ) ; "she had the courage
to marry the man she loved" ( 111. ); "womanliness and independence"
(Smith) ; "athletic tN.U.)
.
All but two girls who admire her think it would be fun to
live her life.
-Sally McBride is a favorite because of her "sweet nature,
willingness to d:> for others and her spirit of never wanting to -;ive
up" (111. ) , "her wit, her love of children" ( 111 .); "her executive
ability, her great hearted womanliness and her optimistic philosophy"
(U.C.).
Three girls would like to have- Sally's opportunities.
3
Ann Linton is admired for "her courage in the face of difficult-
ies and her strength of character" ( 111. ) ; her powers of understanding
and her sympathy" (N.U. )
.
Four of the girls who admire her romance would like the chance
to live it.
4
The nurse in the Calling__of Dan Mathews brings forth a sur-
prising number of admirers who like her for her "cheerful, capable
womanliness and her work" ( 111. ), her courage, unselfishness, common-
sense "( 111. ), "her great sacrifice for zhe unfortunate girl "(ill)
,
Two would like to be able to do Lhe work of this nurse.
1 See page 49. 2 See page 56. 3 See page 55. 4 See page 54.
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1
While no Girl apparently admires Llaisie, yet three ( two, Smith
and one,Northwestern) would like to act the part of Llaisie.
2
Only two girls are interested in Alison Parr. They admire her
for her "intellectuality, independence
"
(N.U. ) , and "her absolute
truthfulness" ( Iff. U. )
•
One would like to play her part in life.
O
Three girls admire the Iron Woman - "her determination to win"
(N.U.) j and "her bravery, unconquered by hardships" (Smith)
.
Two Smith girls would like the opportunity to act the part "for
the fun of it"
.
No girl seems to admire Prederica Payton
,
yet five (one each
from Radcliffe, Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Michigan, and Illinois) would
like to play her part because as the Radcliffe senior expresses it -
"she represents a girl struggling with a very real modern problem".
5
G-eorgiana Ware ranks next to ^rs. Les;,ing and Jane Champion in
popularity for she is boyish, yet not a masculine woman" (Mt, H. )
,
ner sacrifice for her father?; "she is unselfish, beautiful in deeds
as well as person" ( 111
.)
f
"
She is patient and takes poverty cheerfully 1
1 See page 57. 2 See page 56. 3 See page 58. * See page 04.
5 See page 68.
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(ill.); "gentleness, re source fuJLjae z a, her naturalnesa in everything"
(n.u.) .
One third of the girls want to experience her wonderful re-
ward for her goodneas.
One girl from Smith and one from Illinois would like to be
Cicely Corner in Mr. Britllng Seos_Jt^/.ri)u^il. None aeem to admire
her particularly.
2
Sylvia Marshall is admired for her "atrength, charm, intel.i.ec -
balance"^ Smith)
,
"naturalness, stick-to-it-ivene3s'\ Smith) , "clever-
ness and power to please" (Smith) . Besides her stx Smith admirers,
this heroine haa one from Radcliffe.
Three Smith girla and the one Radcliffe sophomore would like
to act the part,
3
Kitty Reid has one admirer of her " steadfastness and unself-
ishness" ( 111 .) , but three middle-western girls wno wou.-d like *'the
joy of her life in the w st where one could ride over hills ail day.
! r.u.).
4
Barbara Worth hae an unusual number of admirers who like her
"genuineness and her love of nature" ( 111. ) ; her Loyalty, intelli-
gence, independence, and level headedness"(Ut,H. ) ;her "dignity,
phyaical strength, common sense"(N.U. ) ; and"becauae of the free life
ahe leada in the Great West" (iviich. ) .
1 See page 67. 2 See pa^e 70. 3 See page 69. 4 See page 76.

Half of the number who admired her character longed to ex-
perience such a life as hers. It is interesting lo note that no
University of California girl expressed a preference for her as an
ideal
.
1
Nearly as many approved of the G-irl of the Limberlost as an
ideal for ohese reasons- "her fun in life, honesty, and ability to
love nature"(l.It. H.)i "pluck, ambition to win under difficulties"( 111
"Loyalty to ..-other" ( 111
•
) ; "the way in which sne triumphs over all
hardships and comes out as sweet and wholesome as one could be."
(L.R. j J "thoroughly a girl with womanily characteristics "( Smith)
.
One third of the girls who admire her would like her interest-
life in the swamp.
2
Sybil Andres is liked because of "her purity, sincerity, loy-
alty to truth" ( Smith) ; "ideals and courage" (N.U. ) ; "love of out-door
life"(lll.); "honesty, and kindliness" (lit . H)
.
Only two girls( Smith and 111.) want the fun of her "movie"
experiences
.
3
G-irls admire Sammy* Lane for ner "self-possession, courage,
and br .admindness'VJ.C. ) ; her "splendid disposition despite all
trouble that arose" (Smith) j her "health, physical qu lities, energy
and desire to learn"( 111, ) , her "love of nature "U( 111.)
.
4
Rut.. Jameson is admired for ner"high ideals" ( 111
. )
;
"her pr_de,
1 See page 80.2 See page 73. 3 See page 74. 4 See page 81.
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her faithfulness, and ner truthfulness 'HL.R.j; loyalty to ideals"
(Smith)
.
Her story appeals to naif the girls who admire ner.
1
The Angel is esteemed for "her love for everyone " (iJ.U. )
;
"her simplicity of character" (Mich. ); "love for nature! j; /J. ); "her
sweetness" (111. ) ; "her friendliness" (Mt.H, ) .
Half of her admirers would like the ch: .nee zo play Aze part o
a wonderful vision to the Limberiost guard.
Eleanore Dillon is a favorite "because of ner .act and sym-
pathy "(Rad. ); "sne seems human and nas strength of character" (111. )
;
"her firmness, broadmindedness and her cbility to inspire others
with ne:." ambition" (N.U, )
.
One girl likes ner wen enough to want to play her story.
8
One I.Iichigan givl would like lo act the part of Little Sister
4
in Laddie . An Illinois girl is interested in oeing Leslie V/inton.
One Mt. Holyoke girl is ambitious -&o play the part of June Tolliver
The most popular heroine, from the point of view of ideals,
o
in this list of fifty books is Pollyanna. "I ad..iire her glad game
spirit of service and cheerfulness" ( 111 .); "he ? trust and optimic-..,"
Rad- "simplicity and sincerity" (Mt,H. ) ; "her ability to see the
best in people and to bring out their good qualities" ( 111 . )
.
1 See page 79. 2 See page 77.
~ 3 See page 82. 4 See page 83 .
/
5 See page 75. 6 See page b5.
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It is strange to note that with all her popularity no girl
thinks it would be run to act her part.
y 1
^Juddy Abbott is nearly as popular as Jane Champion* She is
enjoyed ior her "self-reliance, pep, her wit" (N.U. ): "impulsive
straigntforwardness" ( 111. ) ; "humour and perseverence" (Mich; ) ; "orig-
inality and independence "( U.C. )
.
Tnirty of her t,hirty- three admirers think it would be ran to
De Judy
.
The curious thing about Bab, a sub-deb, idfcthao no girl appar-
ently ad. .ires he.- traits
}
but twenty-rone think it wouia be fun to be
such a neroine.
3
Rebecca approaches an ideal because of laer"unseiricnness, or-
iginal ity, naturalness" (Lit . H.); "her cheerrulness and self-control"
(Mt,H.J •
A very lew girls in all colleges like ner and a goodly porpor-
tion of them would like to oe like ner.
4
Babbie- appeals Decause of her "pep, coquetishness, youtnful-
ness, h r free disposition and her kind nature" ( fmlth)
.
Few girls aclnre her. All out two Kho do whouia like lo oe
like her.
1 See page 90. 2 See page 92. 3 See page 86. 4 See page94.
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Trie te.i most influential neroines from the point of view of
the probable outcome in ideals are Pollyanna, Mrs. Lessing, Judy
Abbott, Ja .e Champion, Barbara Worth, ^eorgiana ware, ^ao, a sub-de
KLnora Ccmstock and Virginia Corns bock.
Three of these (oudy Aboott, Bab, a sub-deb, and. babbie) are
sprightly heroines who carry out the college girlAs .to "do clever
things and get away with it". The rest are almost without excep-
tion the ne oius ultra of idealism.
'x'he fact that one "sets out of a thing just what one puts
into it in terms of experience" can easily oe proved) irom zne
preceding comments upon the neroines. So we may call these heroine
sentimental, unreal, and poorly done, but we are .forced to admit
that if the makers of American fiction are the special custodians of
American ideals that we nave nothing here zo oe worried about.
There is a central righteousness in these novels even if there is
crudity of form. They satisfy the natural craving of the girl for
emotional excitement in a harmless way as all o£ these heroines are
perfectly conventional in their relationships and L.hose that border
the least bit upon the unconventional do not seem to exert much
influence upon ideals. Even the unconventional situations are
treated with such decorum that they make no impression upon ideals.
Julia Page commits the unpardonable sin for a woman, yet we have only
her word for it. There is no intimation of the situation before
that would lead the unsophisticated reader to suspect it. Audrey
Noel seem s good through- out the scenes of delicate passion. She does
not commit the unpardonable sin against convention, but hold3 to
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accepted idelcv§ in the end. Sidney Page does visit K's room in the
informality -Ofthe household clad in a dressing gown. However, it
is 'for the friendly purpose of confiding her love for another man.
One wonders why Mrs., Rinehart thought it necessary to "bring in such
a suggestive opportunity and did not make use of it. It is the
unconventional conventionalized -do the n th degree. To my mind it
it is the most pernicious volume in the list because of this very
conventionalizing of unaccepted standards. One of th minor char-
aters is allowed to creep into the fold of happiness through the
fence instead of through :he gate of marriage, the criminal nurse
is sent to Africa as a missionary, the lover who attempts to shoot
his rival finds safety in Cuba. To condone these offences against
popular standards the author has pleaded a tolerant humanitarism
that so camouflages the whole for the unsuspecting reader. that there
is really little to fear for Lhe outcome in ideals ftf^m this source.
She girls who like K. apparently do so because they either are in-
terested m nursing as a possible profession or in the idealized
hero himself.
, The Eye
3
o f the World with all its prostitutes
could only be translated into high ideals for the characters are
scarcely more that personifications and the reader is reminded upon
every page of the moral in hand.
I nave pointed out as I have discussed the heroines, wherein
some of them are beneficial for the young reader. Tney are all
wholesome enough. The Elite would probably be better satisfied if
they were more realistic. But this point need not worry them for
the gir] can very e .sily translate ideals into realism, she is in
•
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the habit of endowing her ideal heroine with all sorts or tealistic
virtures
.
It only remains to summarize very briefly the discussion in
this chapter. If the reader will turn to page twenty-five and
refresh his memory upon the outline of the questions taken up in
the preceeding paces it will aid materially. ^1 think I am safe in
answering the first question in stating that geographical location
has really very little to do with the girl's choice of fiction ex-
cept in certain individual cases. It is one of the stamps of our
national democracy that che whole country reads pretty much the
same type of fiction. To the second question I shou.-d say that
the magazine determines very largely the ;irl's selection of novels.
It may not determine her choice of particular novels as much as her
choice of writers, but it and advertising are the large factors in
her accesibility to popular fiction. College training seems to
have a surprisingly small influence in guiding her choice in this
...atter. It is a matter in which the Elite should De intensely in
terested. What is the reason - poor instruction, lack of enthusiasm
on the part of the Elite or pressure of mor . serious courses in the
curriculum! Surely, college is failing for it is not only its duty
to provide proper ideals but the proper pabulum for those ideals.
It is not enough go oe satisfied that there is nothing baneful in
the outcome from the point of view of ideals in this group of fictior
it is necessary to go further and to learn just how the same effect
may be achieved by the use of more literary fiction and further still
to see that the college girl has love for that fiction. This is a
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pro'Dlem for the esoteric professor of literature and has no place
in this presentation of Lne colltg«girl 1 a reaction to modern fiction
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